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Abstract
Observer preferences in the color reproduction of pictorial images have been a
topic of debate for many years. Through a series of three psychophysical
experiments we are trying to better understand the differences and trends in
observer preferences for pictorial images, determine if cultural biases on
preference exist, and finally generate a set of preferred color reproduced images
for future experimentation and evaluation. The first experiment was a survey of
observers rating the importance of commonly used image characteristics terms in
correlation to color image quality. The data collected demonstrated that observer
preferences remain relatively constant while judging color attributes between
different media and for various image content. Experiment I also aided in the
decision to utilize five dimensions of manipulation to generate preferred color
reproductions, for Experiments II and in. The dimensions were, lightness
(gamma adjustment to L*), contrast (sigmoid adjustment to L*), chroma
(multiplicative factor on Cab* at a given hab), hue rotation, and color balance
(additive adjustments to a* and b*). The second experiment was a rank order of
image preference conducted at several research facilities around the world. The
results yielded that statistical difference between peak preferences of image
quality between cultures may exist but that the cultural difference is most likely
not of practical significance for most applications. Furthermore, the shape of the
preference curves across cultures is very similar so any cultural bias present is
small. The final experiment was an adjustment experiment, in which observers
were asked to generate the most preferred image possible. The observer
variability (inter-observers) and repeatability (intra-observer) in generating
preferred images were analyzed. The analysis of Experiment HI yielded that the
intra-observer repeatability of an observer is about half of the variation between
observers. Furthermore the analysis demonstrated that preferences on images
with faces have a much tighter range of preference in comparison to images
without faces. Finally, a cross analysis ofExperiment II and HI was completed by
the generation of preferred image sets from the results of the two experiments.
The resultant images proved to be a good visualization of the range of variability
in making preferred images from the color dimensions provided, and also visually
demonstrated that the two techniques, (making one color adjustment at a time
verses compounding color adjustments) of generating preferred images result in
similar solutions.
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Chapter 1.
Introduction
1.1 Problem Statement
With the recent prevalence of digital imaging, many of the constraints of
traditional imaging systems have been lifted. Unfortunately, with the newfound
flexibility of digital imaging, new complexities in quantifying color quality have
been generated. Often minimizing some color difference metric is the standard
goal in understanding the limits of color quality and color reproduction of an
imaging system. A color difference metric, in its simplest form such as AE*ab or
AE*UV, is a Euclidean distance metric used to quantify the distance between a pair
colorimetric coordinates in either CIELAB or CIELUV color space, respectively
quantifying the difference between two
stimuli.1Theoretically, the perceived
difference between two colors is uniform throughout a given color space, and one
unit of difference corresponds with one unit of perceptual difference. The intent
ofminimizing a color-difference metric or maximizing the colorimetric accuracy
between an original image or scene and its reproduction through a cross-media
reproduction system is known as a colorimetric reproduction objective.3A
colorimetric objective will produce a reasonable reproduction, but further work is
requHed to understand why it doesn't always produce the best reproduction of an
image. For example, previous research efforts support the idea that observers
would prefer object colors to be reproduced with greater saturation in comparison
to the original, and that certain memory colors such as grass, skin, and sky are
remembered with slightly different hues and with greater
purity.3Furthermore, it
is known that an observer maintains the ability to rate the quality of an image
with or without the original image present.4Without the original image present,
observers are rating the quality of an image in reference to some psychological
concept of an idealized image.5 So the goal of our color reproduction intent
should sometimes be to match the psychological concept of an image, known as
preferred image reproduction, rather than some arbitrary image said to be the
original, which is a colorimetric image reproduction.
Preferred image reproduction techniques should be viewed as an enhanced
or customized version of a colorimetric objective. Thus, when evaluating
preferred image reproduction, we need to move from a color-difference metric to
the degree of apparent match between a reproduced image and its internal
memory reference, which has been labeled as naturalness. It is commonly
understood that pictorial image quality has a positive correlation with naturalness,
so an image ofhigh quality is one that has a high degree ofnaturalness.
'
1.2 Research Objectives
The goal of this research is to better understand the considerations needed
for preferred color reproduction of pictorial images, specifically pictorial images
ofunknown colorimetric origin. The three specific interests of this research are to
build tolerances of observer preference in colorimetric dimensions for hard and
soft-copy images, to determine ifpsychological biases ofpreference can be linked
to cultural differences, and finally to create a set of "preferred" images for both
hard and soft-copy image display for future experiments.
1.3 Thesis Overview
Chapter 2 is an overview of previous research dealing with how color
reproduction is perceived, and the current beliefs on image quality. Details such
as color reproduction intent and naturalness are defined. Finally sections outlining
psychophysics and colorimetric modeling for both hard- and soft-copy image
reproductions are also included.
Chapter 3 details the specific goals and experimental design for each
experiment in this research endeavor. The details included in this description
include psychophysical technique utilized, observer population statistics, viewing
conditions, image set, and colorimetric characterization and considerations for
each experiment detailed.
Chapter 4 discusses the analysis used to interpret the data collected from
the series of psychophysical experiments outlined in Chapter 3. This chapter also
includes a discussion about the cross-correlation between the series of
psychophysical experiments, and how well the analysis of each experiment
enhances the understanding of the other experiments. Finally, the chapter
concludes with a set of preferred images generated from the results of the
experiments.
Chapter 5 presents the conclusions from the analysis and discussion
described in Chapter 4.
Chapter 6 outlines future research endeavors or applications that might be
explored to better understand the goal of building tolerances on preference for
color reproduction ofpictorial images.
Finally, the Appendix includes supplemental materials to aid in the
understanding of the research.
Chapter 2.
Background Research
2.1 Image Quality
Despite the fact that image quality is a concept that observers innately
understand, defining image quality remains one of the most difficult tasks
presented to imaging scientists. For the purpose of this research, image quality
has been defined as the integrated set of perceptions of the overall degree of the
excellence of an
image.8 Furthermore, an image is considered to be a distribution
of colorants arranged to convey information to an observer.
Historically, the concept of image quality as we understand it in today's
context was born in 1200 B.C. out of the study of optics, and the invention of
curved
mirrors.9
Unfortunately the images generated by optics were transient
and unrecorded. The next major development in image quality had to wait until
the 1820's when Joseph Niepce recorded the first permanent image from an
optical
system.10Niepce's process was refined in the late 1830's by Henry Fox
Talbot into a two-step negative-positive process we understand today as
photography.
10 This makes photography the first "imaging system", because it
incorporated more than one image-forming process.8The first part of the system
is the lens creating an image of the real world, and the second part of the system
being the photographic film recording the amount of light falling on the object
being photographed. Throughout the twentieth century imaging systems
flourished in every aspect of life starting with television and the age of electronic
imaging, to be shortly followed up with digital imaging, which has now
progressed into an everyday household convenience.
Understanding a small amount of the history of imaging technology makes
it obvious when and how image quality ranks as a design factor in the
development of an imaging device. First of all, only after an imaging system
successfully records an image does the quality of the image become a concern.
Once image quality is a concern, increasing image quality is approached in a
three-step
process.8The first step made in the process of improving image quality
is to evaluate the tone reproduction capabilities of the system; the second is to
evaluate the spatial resolution or image detail. Finally, the last step in improving
the image quality capabilities of a system is to evaluate color quality of a system,
so the focus of the research in this paper is to better understand of the final stage
of imagequality.8
Researching image quality has typically been sub-divided into two
techniques. The first technique requires human observers to rate the quality and
related attributes of an image. This technique by most is considered tedious, and
difficult to generalize to all aspects of image quality. The second consists of
building quantitative models to describe image quality. This distinction between
techniques is a misleading approach to image quality, however the two concepts
can be tied together as proposed by Engledrum in 1995 with the Image Quality
Circle presented in Figure 2- 1 . "
Customer
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Customer
Quality
Preference
The
Image
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Figure 2-1. The Image Quality Circle
The image quality circle is simply a framework that organizes the concepts and
workflow that goes into understanding image quality; it also allows one to
understand how the tradeoffs in design affect image quality and, conversely, how
an image quality specification will drive the design ofa product.
2.2 Color Reproduction Terminology
The evaluation of color reproduction of pictorial images requires the
adoption ofdifferent criteria for different circumstances.12This section describes
commonly accepted terminology utilized while evaluating color reproduction
systems and their corresponding image quality. The definitions of an image and
for image quality will be adopted from section 2.1 of this chapter.
Brightness - Attribute of a visual sensation according to which an area
appears to emit more or less light.
Lightness - The brightness of an area judged to the brightness of a
similarly illuminated area that happens to be white or highly
transmitting.2
Definitions ofColor Reproduction Intent -
Spectral Color Reproduction - Equality of spectral reflectance or of
relative spectral power distributions
Colorimetric Color Reproduction Equality of chromaticities and
relative luminance.
Exact Colour Reproduction - Equality of chromaticities, relative
luminance and absolute luminance.
Equivalent Color Reproduction Equality of chromaticities, relative
luminance, and absolute luminance such as to ensure equality of
appearance.3
Corresponding Color Reproduction Equality of chromaticities,
relative luminance, and absolute luminance such as to ensure equality of
appearance when the original and reproduction luminance levels are the
same.3
Preferred Color Reproduction - A departures from equality of
appearance (whether at equal or at different luminance levels) in order to
achieve a more pleasing
result.3
*Luminance in the above definitions refers to a measurement, when
correlating to perceptions with absolute luminances generally equates to
brightness, and relative luminance correlates to lightness.
Levels ofColor Reproduction for modern imaging systems -
Color Reproduction - refers to simple availability of devices capable of
producing color
graphics.2
Pleasing Color Reproduction - refers to the efforts made to adjust
imaging devices and algorithms such that consumers find the resulting
images acceptable.2
Colorimetric Color Reproduction - includes calibration and
characterization of imaging devices. This means that for a given device
signal, the colorimetric coordinates of the image element produced are
known with a reasonable degree of accuracy and precision.
2
Color-appearance Reproduction - requhes a color appearance model,
information about the viewing conditions of the original and reproduced
images, and accurate colorimetric calibration and characterization of all
devices. In color appearance reproduction, the tristimulus values of the
original image are transformed to appearance correlates, such as lightness,
chroma, and hue, using information about the viewing conditions, such as
white point, luminance, surround and so on.
2
Color-preference Reproduction - involves the purposeful manipulation
of the colors in a reproduction such that the result, rather than accurate
appearance reproduction, is a preferred reproduction by the observer.
Naturalness The degree of apparent match between the reproduced
image or color to the internal ormemory reference.
Usefulness - The degree of apparent utility of the reproduced image or
color to satisfy the goal of the
task.7
2.3 Psychophysics
Perception is often considered to be subjective, which makes assigning a
magnitude to the response of a stimulus difficult. Fortunately, a group of
scientific techniques, known as psychophysics, has been developed to quantify
perceptual phenomena. Psychophysics, "mind measuring," is the scientific study
of the relationships between the physical measurements of stimuli and the
sensation and or perception that the stimuli evoke.2'8
Utilizing psychophysics to better understand image quality leads to the
development of visual experiments. Visual experiments are generally classified
into one of two categories, threshold or matching experiments, and scaling
experiments.2
1. Threshold and matching experiments are utilized to measure
perceptual equality or sensitivity to small changes in visual stimuli.
2. Scaling experiments are utilized to generate relationships between the
physical stimuli and the magnitude of the perceptual response.
The research outlined in Chapter 3 of this thesis consists of a series of visual
experiments that represent both threshold and scaling experiments.
Threshold experiments consist of several basic types, method of
adjustment, method of limits, and the method of constant stimuli. This research
stresses, and the discussion will focus on, the method of adjustments. Generally,
to implement the method of adjustments observers are asked to utilize a set of
10
controls to manipulate stimuli to the point of just perceptible difference.2,8 For
this particular research project, observers were asked to adjust an image to its
most preferred state for the set ofuser controls provided. The adjustment method
in this research is not being used as a thresholding technique.
Visual matching experiments are similar to threshold experiments in that
they can be utilized to produce similar results, but visual matching differs in that
the goal of the experiment is to determine when two stimuli are not perceptible
different.2'8 The two main types of matching experiments utilized in color
research are asymmetric matching and memory matching. Asymmetric matching
involves making color matches under different viewing conditions. Memory
matching experiments ask the observer to make a match to previously memorized
stimuli.
The second category of visual psychophysical experiments consists of
scaling experiments, which are intended to derive relationships between
perceptual magnitudes and physical measures of stimulus intensity. Scaling
experiments are sub-divided into two categories: One-dimensional scaling and
multidimensional scaling. For the most part the two techniques of scaling use the
same methods of experimentation, the main difference between the two categories
is that one limits to one dimension while the other does not. The most commonly
used experimental methods are as follows: rank order, graphical rating, category
scaling, paHed comparison, partition scaling, magnitude estimation, and ratio
11
estimation or production. For brevity only rank ordering is going to be discussed
because these techniques were applied in this research. For more complete
background either Engeldrum (2000) or Fairchild (1997) for descriptions of each
technique.
The rank ordering method of multidimensional scaling presents an
observer with a series of stimuli and asks the observer to rank them according to
increasing or decreasing magnitude of a given perceptual attribute. These data
can then be used to develop either an ordinal or interval scale for the given
perceptual attribute. Particular attention needs to be paid to the statistics used and
the assumptions about the data required to perform interval-scaling analysis.
Each of the above mentioned psychophysical techniques will produce one
of four scales that have been identified as the primary tools of psychophysics. In
order to understand the results of an experiment one needs to understand the
properties of the resulting scales. These scales, listed in order of increasing
mathematical power and complexity, are: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio
scales.
Nominal Scale: scales items simply by name; for example, color names
such as red, green, and blue represents a nominal scale
2,8
Ordinal Scale: scales items in ascending or descending order based on
greater or lesser amount of a particular attribute
2,8
Interval Scale: scales elements that have equal interval, so two different
pairs of stimuli on the same scale separated by the same difference will
demonstrate the same perceptual difference. The scale has no meaningful
12
zero position, therefore the only mathematical properties that apply are
addition and subtraction. An example of an interval scale is temperature
measured in degrees Celsius or Fahrenheit.2'8
Ratio Scale: includes all the properties of the interval scale, with the
addition of a meaningful zero position. This allows the scientist the
freedom to use multiplication and division as legal mathematical
operations. An example of ratio scale is temperature measured in degrees
Kelvin.2'8
Understanding the psychophysical technique utilized and the psychometric
scale achieved is a key element designing a visual experiment. The list of
considerations in designing a controlled visual experiment is beyond the scope of
this introductory section.
2.4 Colorimetric Modeling of Imaging Devices
In order to go from one output device to another and maintain the state of
known color quality, each imaging component in the workflow needs to be
characterized according to some independent color appearance space. If both
imaging devices are characterized to a common color space then the color on one
device can be converted to a color on the other device through the independent
color space. The result of characterizing imaging devices to an independent color
appearance space should produce good color matches between devices, assuming
that the color is within the gamut of both devices. For simplicity only two
imaging devices and characterization techniques are going to be discussed in
13
section: soft-copy display on a liquid crystal display (LCD) and hard-copy output
on a Fujix Pictrography, a digital photographic printer.
Color characterization of imaging devices can be divided into two primary
groups. The first group of imaging devices can be characterized utilizing a
mathematical model, which implies an innate understanding of the physics of the
device, and the second group of device characterization is done by a brute force
method developing a look-up table (LUT). The advantage to utilizing a
mathematical model is that fewer measurements are required, the disadvantage is
that the imaging device must adhere to two physical properties, the first being that
there is an inherent linear model (stable primaries exist) to the color mixing
system, and the second that the user controls are simply a nonlinear
transformation away from the linear
model.13If the primaries do not behave
linearly or if the user controls are not simply either a linear or non-linear
transformation away from the primaries then the device can not be modeled and
another form of characterization technique needs to be applied, such as the
development of a look-up table (LUT) characterization. The primary
disadvantage to utilizing a LUT characterization is that it requhes many
measurement of the device's color gamut, inverting the LUT, and interpolation
between stimuli coordinates that is usually very computationally time consuming.
In this research the LCD was characterized utilizing a hybrid model/LUT
combination and the printer was characterized with brute-force measurements and
14
statistical techniques. Both characterization techniques are briefly outlined below
with actual specified results in Chapter 3.
LCD Colorimetric Model
A two-stage model characterized the LCD display system: linear and non
linear. Based on the verification of its black-corrected primaries'additivity and
scalability without including flare, the linear part of the system was characterized
using a 3x3 matrix. The non-linear part of the system was modeled with three
one-dimensional linearly interpolated look-up tables, one for each channel.
14
The foundation of the first stage (the linear model) in LCD colorimetry is
determined by plotting the radiance of primaries at different excitation values. If
scalability is maintained the plot of the normalized spectra of the primaries at
different excitation levels will be nearly identical. If the primaries of the display
are not measured in radiance but in colorimetric values then one plots the
chromaticity coordinates of the primaries at different excitation level. LCD's
generally requhes that the black chromaticity value of the display needs to be
subtracted from the measured chromaticity values before they are plotted to
demonstrate their scalability. If the primaries are scalable, in colorimetric
coordinates, the chromaticity plots should map onto three points, one for each
primary. Observing the scalability of the primaries is known as evaluating the
stability of the
primary.13The other characteristic of the primaries that has to be
15
evaluated to validate the linear nature of the LCD is weather or not the primary
channels are additive. If Equation 2.1 is true for system then the additive nature
of the primaries is maintained.
^
while
~ Xr +Xg +Xb
Ywhile=Yr +Yg +Yb [2.1]
zwhile=zr +zg+zb
Once the primaries have been determined to be scalable and additive then
we understand the linear nature of the primaries, and one can build a color model
to describe the system. The resulting linear nature of the system is described by a
3x3 matrix of the tristimulus values of the black corrected peak response for each
of the RGB channels of the display.
The opto-electronic transfer function is the second stage of the LCD color
model. These functions characterize the nonlinear transformation from the linear
nature of the primaries. In order to build an opto-electronic function, the digital
counts with corresponding tristimulus values of the red, green, and blue ramps are
used as input into three one-dimensional linearly interpolated look-up tables
(LUT).14 This technique does a very good job of converting between tristimulus
values and digital counts. The technique generally produces a mean AE*94 value
of 1.0 for typical independent data sets.
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Printer Colorimetric Characterization
For this research a brute force technique was utilized to characterize the
printer. Modeling techniques for printers do exist, and are commonly referred to
as Yule-Neilson or Neugebauer methods, but they tend to describe ink-jet
printers; whereas the printer used in this experiment was a digital-photographic
device with continuous tone output.13Models for continuous tone output tend to
give poor results compared to characterization techniques that rely on a LUT. So
for this research a 10x10x10 grid across RGB digital counts was printed and
measured, producing a look-up table from RGB digital counts to CIELAB
coordinate
values.15This table was then inverted using a statistical technique,
known as a Newton-Raphson
approximation.15The inverted look-up table
served as its own LUT when CIELAB values needed to be converted back to
digital counts. In order to interpolate CIELAB values between known nodes of
the LUT, a tetrahedral interpolation was
implemented.16 This technique of
measurement and mathematical inversion with interpolation produced results that
were slightly less repeatable than the modeling technique of the LCD, with a
mean AE*94 value of approximately 1.75 for a typical independent data sets
sampled at this resolution.
17
Chapter 3.
Experimental
3.1 Experiment I - Survey of Image Characteristics
A. Purpose
The intent of this experiment was to better understand the importance of
commonly used image characteristic terms in reference to overall image quality.
The first task was to determine how the ranking of image quality characteristics
corresponds to observer preferences, and then to evaluate this relationship for
both viewing mode and image dependencies. The second task utilized cluster
analysis, to cluster the individual image characteristics based on observer
preference to better understand how image characteristic terms correlate with the
manner in which observers evaluate images. The grouping of image
characteristic terms produced a better understanding of the adjustment controls
needed to produce a preferred color reproduction of an image for Experiments II
and III.
18
B. Design
This psychophysical experiment asked the observer to rate the quality of
thirty-seven different image characteristics for a series of eleven different images.
Each image characteristic was rated utilizing an ordinal scaling system consisting
of responses
"1-5"
and "NA". For this scale, 1 equated to poor, 5 equated to
excellent, and
"NA"
meant that the observer felt that the characteristics did not
apply to the image or image area subgroup. The thirty-seven-image characteristics
evaluated were divided into six subgroups, each corresponding to a specific image
area. The image areas evaluated were three groupings of overall image
characteristics, shadow image area, mid-tone image area, and highlight image
area. The selection of these image characteristic terms was a team effort among
my advisor, the corporate sponsor, and myself. Each of us independently built
our own list color characteristic term based on our experiences, and then the three
lists of terms were combined and then separated into the image area subgroups as
presented in Figure 3-1. The thumbnail images in Figure 3-2 represent the image
set utilized in Experiment I, and for the most part the rest of this research
endeavor.
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Overall Image Characteristics I
Brightness Accuracy
* Lightness Accuracy
Chroma Correctness
* Saturation or Purity
* Colorfulness
Chromaticity
Overall Image Characteristics II
* Image Naturalness
* Hue Naturalness
Memory Color Reproduction
* Surface Color Reproduction
Overall Image Characteristics 111
' Tone Reproduction
Chroma Range
* Color Balance
* Gray Balance
Black Point
White Point
Shadow ImageArea
Shadow Detail
Lightness Accuracy
Colorfulness
Saturation
Chromaticity
Brightness Accuracy
Chroma Correctness
Mid-tone Image Area
1 Mid-tone Detail
1 Lightness Accuracy
1 Colorfulness
1 Saturation
1 Chromaticity
1 Brightness Accuracy
1 Chroma Correctness
Highlight Image Area
' Highlight Detail
* Lightness Accuracy
Colorfulness
Saturation
Chromaticity
' Brightness Accuracy
Chroma Correctness
Figure 3-1. List of image characteristics andgroupings
Figure 3-2. Image setfor Experiment I - (From left to right, top to bottom) 1. Model, 2. Koala Bear,
3. Clown, 4. Kids, 5. S.A.U, 6. Horses, 7. Campus, 8. Food, 9. Mountains, 10. Artfair, 11. BeardedMan
**Larger versions of the image set can be found in section 4.4**
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This psychophysical experiment was conducted four times, under various
viewing conditions to determine if observer preferences were maintained. A
summary chart of each mode's testing location, image type, and lighting
conditions are presented in Table 3-1.
Table 3-1. Summary chart of the various modes for Experiment I
Mode Location Image Type Lighting Condition
I RIT Hardcopy Standard Graphic Art Viewing Room
II RIT Softcopy (LCD) Darkened Room
III RIT Softcopy (CRT) | Darkened Room
rv XEROX Hardcopy Various Daylight Approximations
The hard copy images were printed on a Kodak 8670 PS thermal printer, which
was not colorimetrically characterized for this phase of experimentation. The first
mode of the experiment viewed the prints in a controlled daylight viewing room
set to model standard graphic arts viewing conditions (approximately 2000 Lux at
5000 K). Our industry sponsor conducted the fourth mode of the experiment,
and their experimental setup utilized various daylight viewing conditions. The
second and third modes of the experiment incorporated soft copy images. The
second mode was conducted on an Apple 22" Cinema Display (LCD), viewed in a
darkened room, and the third mode utilized a
19" SGI CRT display, also viewed
in a darkened room.
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Modes I - III of the experiment were conducted at RIT utilizing a
graphical user interface (GUI) written in IDL. The GUI had two functions, first to
randomize the order ofpresentation of the images, and the question subgroups for
each observer, and second to record the observer response to each image
characteristic. Figure 3-3 is a pictorial representation of the GUI utilized in
Experiment I.
OVERALL IMAGE CHARACTER 1ST ICS 2
Paw -1ft Exe-lka- - 3
tot-o. H_tar_l_#s_ On/a 0< O2 Oi o Qs f>
H_* IU.-r_ln.ss Oh/* Q. Q2 O' 04 Os
H.--_ry C*l_r Rt*r*--_tio* Qn/a 0 <_-2 0 04 Os e>
S*_-f_c# C-tar l.,pr-_.otl On/a Q< O2 Os o Os
Figure 3-3. Example ofuser interfacefor Experiment /modes I-III.
The fourth mode of experiment was conducted at Xerox and utilized the
same image characteristics and sub-groupings. The primary difference between
this mode and the modes run at RIT was that their presentation order was static.
C. ObserverPopulation
The observer population for the first three modes of the experiment
consisted of students, faculty, and staffmembers of the Chester F. Carlson Center
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for Imaging Science, and the fourth mode consisted of employees of Xerox.
Table 3-2 presents the breakdown for each observer group.
Table 3-2. Breakdown ofObserver population for each mode of Experiment I
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Number ofMale Observers 20 18 g 11
Number of Female Observers 10
63.0%
20-45
12
66.0%
20-46
2
100.0%
23-38
2
100.0%
not recorded
Percentage of .ExpertObservers
Age Range ofObservers
D. Observer Instructions
The observer instructions are the second entry in the Appendix on page A-4.
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3.2 Experiment II - International Image Characteristic Ranked Order
A. Purpose
The purpose of this experiment was twofold; first to determine if there are
any correlations between the psychological biases of rating image quality and
cultural differences, and second was to determine tolerances and trends, in
colorimetric dimensions, of observer preferences for the color reproduction of
hard-copy pictorial images.
B. Design
Observers were asked to rank order sets of images from best to worst
based on their own preferences. For this experiment preference was the criterion
for image quality. Each set of images represented a ramp of a single global
colorimetric manipulation to an image. The experiment was completed at four
different research facilities around the world: Chiba University (Japan),
University of Derby (UK), Xerox (USA), and RIT (USA). Due to the unique
nature of this experiment, each testing location was supplied a book of image sets
and a user interface posted on the World Wide Web was utilized to record the
observer's responses.
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For this experiment three image substitutions were made from the original
image set; Kids, Food, and Campus were removed and replaced with Harmony,
Church, and Dinner. Thumbnails of the replacement images are in Figure 3-4.
La 1
(MijijjaB*__^ifi
r_s_,-
Figure 3-4. Image Substitutionsfor experiment II& III (from left to right) Harmony, Dinner, Chruch
**Larger versions of the image set can be found in section 4.4**
To create the sets of manipulated image, the images were adjusted along eight different
CIELAB dimensions. The colorimetric dimensions chosen were a logical extension of
experience from digitally manipulating images, and later correlated to the analysis of
Experiment I.17,18 Four of the manipulations were lightness (a gamma adjustment of L*,
equation 3.1), contrast (a sigmoid adjustment to L*, with an inflection point at 50.0 L*,
equation 3.2), chroma (multiplicative adjustment to Cab* at a constant hab, equation 3.3),
hue rotation (hab rotation at a constant C^* value, equation 3.3); and the other four
dimensions affected color balance (additive shifts of a* and b*, equation 3.4).
LightnessAdjustment (Gamma adjustment)
L*
manipulated
= [(
oj^mlyaclor -jxlQ0.0
100.0
[3.1]
Where L*origiK,i is the L* value ofapixel and thefactor is the adjustment value inputted according
to the increments in Table 3-3
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ContrastAdjustment (Sigmoid adjustment)
L *
anginal
< inf lection
_ po int ->
L*
r original ~ cefaclor
T* _r 100.0 innnL"
manipulated
~ L J X 100.0
[3.2]
L *
original
^ inf lection
_
po int ->
1.0
[([-T7^x2.0-1.0]^) + 1.0]
^
manipulated
~ L ] X 100.0
fffcere Z.Vfei*,/ is the L* value ofapixel and thefactor is the adjustment value inputted according
to the increments in Table 3-3
Chroma Adjustment & Hue Rotation
C * = /iVv*2-0 J-*)*10 i
_* original \L" original
^"
original J
b*
a*nmpuia*d =KCat *origM xC^^___'fc^ xcos[an^ [3.3]
a . . ,
original
b*
^nvupuk**. =[(C__ *origino, xOzrara_/_x2or)xs_i_[a_^
a . . ,
original
Where Cab*origiml is the Cab* value ofapixel and both the Chromafactor and the Hue anglefactor
are the adjustment values inputted according to the increments in Table 3-3
ColorBalanceAdjustment (a*, b*, Direct and Indirect adjustments)
^manipulate. = a*.riginai (Adjustment Factor)
b*manip_.a.i = b*originai (Adjustment Factor)
Where a*origiml and b*origlml are the value of a pixel and Adjustment factors are the adjustment
values inputted according to the increments in Table 3-3
The eight manipulations were applied to the eleven images to generate eighty-
eight sheets of randomly ordered six-image sheets that varied around the nominal
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image. Each sheet demonstrated the effect of a single adjustment applied
globally, and consisted of three steps above and below the original image. The
increments were clearly perceivable, but not objectionably large, and the
experimenter's nominal image was generally not presented. The increments used
are presented in Table 3-3.
Table 3-3. Adjustment ranges and increment values for Experiment II
Step Number 1 2 3 4 5 6 Increment
Gamma adjustment 0.55 0.70 0.85 1.00 1.15 1.30 0.15
Sigmoid adjustment 0.55 , . .0.75 ^'0.95'"' IU15* 1.35 1.55 0.20
Chroma adjustment 0.75 0.86 0.97 1.08 1.19 1.30 0.11
Hue Angle adjHBjtijjent -0.07 -0,035 0.00 0.035 ""Wtff* 0.035
a*
adjustment -7.50 -4.50 -1.50 1.50 4.50 7.50 3.00
UPPfe b*adjustment -7.50 -4.50 -1.50 .1.504.50 7.50 3.00
-7.50 -4.50 -1.50 1.50 4.50 7.50 3.00
a*b* Direct adjustment
-7.50 -4.50 -1.50 1.50 4.50 7.50 3.00
a*b* Indirect adjustment -7.50
7.50
-4.50
4.50
-1.50
1.50
1.50
-1.50 ^..50
7.50
-7.50
3.00
-3.00
In addition to the placement of the manipulated image sets being randomized
within each sheet, the order of image and applied manipulation were randomized
throughout the entire book of image sets, for complete randomization. A pictorial
representation of a print sheet from the experiment is in Figure 3-5. This sheet
represents an example ofan adjustment in color balance.
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For convenience and accuracy, the data collection took place online at a
web site hosted by the Center for Imaging Science. Each testing location had its
own pre-randomized book of prints, and each observer would log into the web
site at http://www.cis.rit.edu/~srf7054/expt3 www/1RIC index.html to begin
making observations. At RIT and Xerox, the book of samples was viewed along
side a web terminal in a room built to simulate standard graphic arts viewing
conditions (approximately 2000 lux at 5000 K). In Chiba and Derby the prints
were viewed in a light booth set to daylight next to a web terminal, trying best to
mimic the viewing conditions at RIT. Figure 3-6 presents pictures of the actual
experiment setting at RIT.
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Figure 3-6. Experiment II viewing conditions atRIT
The web interface was a combination of HTML, Java Scripting, and CGI
scripting. The interface allowed observers to make observations in multiple
sessions, and also forced only complete observations to be accepted. Figure 3-7
is a screen grab of the web interface for this experiment.
International Rank Ord-ring of Image Characteristics
R I TMCSI._fea
-'- ,.-: IT 1_
OttcrvtrChirerttrirtkLSiiBgy
international Rank Ordering of Imaoe Characteristics
RITMCSL_fea
S.I_. F
ttThf.-tXrintri.
A*n_:r Mjrtli - -.(-l
MhI t_H IcHtrMm> that __n_f_k* -Ah__ kMtrM <_M l____g> _I_H_.
i_jj__3l
Figure 3-7. Screen grabs ofthe web interface usedfor the data collection in Experiment II
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After each observer provided valid responses for each sample in the book of
samples, each observer was asked to fill out an online exit survey pertaining to
each image. This survey requested observers to rate how confident he or she was
able to rank a given image, and inquired how they evaluated the given image,
either by segmentation or as an entire image. The questionnaire is represented in
the appendix on page A-5.
C. Colorimetric Characterization & Considerations
The sheets of manipulated imaged were printed on a Fujix Pictrography
3000, at a resolution of 300 dots per inch. This printing system was characterized
using a brute force technique incorporating a look-up table as the forward model,
and inverting this table in order to create the inverse characterization. The
forward model was a 10x10x10 LUT of known RGB digital counts and
corresponding measured CIELAB values. The printer's forward characterization
was utilized to pass the RGB Images into CIELAB space. When RGB digital
counts fell in-between nodes on the LUT, a tetrahedral interpolation was utilized
to estimate the corresponding CIELAB
values.15Then the manipulations to the
images where applied in CIELAB space. Finally, the inverse characterization, a
20x20x20 LUT, was utilized to convert the CIELAB images back to RGB.
Figure 3-8 diagrams the colorimetric workflow.
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Original
RGB Image
Pnnter
Characterization
(10x10x10 LUT)
Image
manipulation
(CIELAB Image)
Inverse Pnnter
Model
(20x20x20
Tetrahedral
Interpolation)
Manipulated Image
(RGB Image)
Figure 3-8. Image data workflow diagramfor Experiment II
D. Colorimetric Validation
Several sources of colorimetric variability were evaluated for this printing
process. All of the metrics from the colorimetric analysis are based on the
reproduction of a twenty-four-patch target that is similar to a Macbeth
ColorChecker. Table 3-4 presents the limits of the printer gamut in CIELAB
values. These values were taken from the measurements of the 10x10x10 LUT.
Table 3-4. Limits in CIELAB values of the Pictography's Gamut
Printer Gamut Ranges
Minimum Maximum
L*
a*
b*
4.41
-77.22
-60.97
91.37
81.59
98.16
Table 3-5 represents the error introduced from the characterization technique
used. The reference to the error introduced by the clear print file evaluates the
colorimetric variability introduced by viewing each print sheet sample through the
clear print file in which they were stored in order to protect them from the
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multiple observations. The error demonstrated by the modeling technique is
acceptable.
Table 3-5. Colorimetric error introduced from modeling technique
Color Difference introduced from Gamut
Model & Inversion Technique (theoretical)
Color Difference introduced from Gamut
Model & Inversion Technique (actual)
Color Difference introduced by the clear
print file
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Maximum| Mean StDev
1.93
2.85
4.22
0.29
1.74
2.26
0.09
0.72
0.74
Table 3-6, represents the colorimetric error resulting from the repeatability of the
printer. The error found during a printing session was based on a test target
printed every forty-five minutes of printing; four prints were made in total. The
day-to-day error is based on four targets from four different days of printing. The
variability introduced from multiple sessions or with in a session was low.
Table 3-6. Short term and day to day printing variability
AE%4
maxCDM| MCDM [ StdevCDM
Color Difference experienced
during a printing session.
1.53
1.03
0.53
0.40
0.43
0.23Color Difference
experienced
from day to day
Table 3-7 represents the deviation for each function from what was expected. So
for each adjustment dimension the pseudo ColorChecker was processed as an
image at each level of adjustment and then the colorimetric difference was
calculated from what was expected to be the value of the target. So in this case
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the mean represents the average error from all six steps of the specified
manipulation. Again the reference to the clear print file is the sleeve utilized to
protect the print sheets while observations were made. It is apparent that the
colorimetric error is less with the protective sleeve, and that the end-to-end goal
of building the ramps of a given algorithm was attained reasonably well by this
system.
Table 3-7. Deviation from expected values for each function
AE%4
No Clear Print File
Mean StDev
Gamma adjustment 3.31 2.27
W^iamoidaii^^bms^ 2.81 1.63
Chroma adjustment 2.58 1.35
rmem9M<jm>Tyt 2.50 1.39
a* adjustment 2.51 1.10
IWiiW^b^'dfustmeiit 2.68 1.29
a*b* Direct adjustment 2.83 1.48
0*b*fpJire#!adJuslrje_rt 2.81 1.43
AE*94
With Clear Print File
Mean I StDev
3.09 2.54
2.29 t.53
1.71 0.93
1,56 0.95
1.61 0.68
1.76 0.98
2.07 1.17
1.83 1.17
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E. Observer Population
The observer population consisted of the students, staff, and faculty
members of each testing location. Table 3-8 presents the breakdown of the
observer population for each testing location.
Table 3-8. Breakdown of observer population for each sub-population of Experiment II
Bhnic Background Chinese -European American Asian American Japanese
Testing Location
Number of Female Observers
Number of Male Observers
Age Range of the Observers
Derby
2
Derby
2
8 8
23-43 22-39
RIT RIT XEROX Chiba
6 2 2 3
12 5 3 20
17-39 28-31 29-44 21-31
Table 3-9 represents the organization of the observer population for the
evaluation ofExperiment II.
Table 3-9. Organization of observer population for evaluation
| Population
Americans Chinese Europeans Japanese
23 15 10 25
F. Observer Instructions
The observer instructions for the experiment are the fourth entry of the
Appendix on page A-6.
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3.3 Experiment III - Image Characteristic Adjustment Phase
A Purpose
This phase of the research had four objectives. The first objective was to
better understand the tolerance in colorimetric dimensions of observer preference
for soft copy color image reproduction. The second objective was to validate the
results ofExperiment II. The third objective was to determine if the summation of
individual colorimetric manipulations equates to the results of compounding
colorimetric manipulations. If this holds true, then the results from Experiment II
can be combined to create a set of "preferred" hard copy images. Finally, the last
objective of this phase of research was to evaluate observer consistency for
making preferred images.
B. Design
This psychophysical experiment asked the observers to use the graphical
user interface (written in IDL) to manipulate a set of images until the images best
matched their perception of the best possible color reproduction of the image. In
order to incorporate all of the objectives in this phase of research the experiment
was done using two different interfaces. For this phase of research the
colorimetric dimensions that could be manipulated and the image set were the
same as those that were varied in Experiment II.
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This experiment was conducted on a 22" Apple Cinema Display, and each
observation was made in a darkened environment. Figure 3-9, represents the
experimental setup.
Figure 3-9. Representation ofobservation environmentfor Experiment III
The first graphical user interface (GUI) in this phase randomized the
image order and allowed the users complete freedom to manipulate an image
along the chosen set of colorimetric dimensions. This allowed each observer to
make adjustments in any order they choose and also allowed them the ability to
return to any of the previous dimensions as many times as needed until they
obtained their desired image. Figure 3-10 presents is a screen grab of the GUI.
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Figure3-10. Screen grab ofthe GUI usedfor thisphase ofthe research
After the observer finished their manipulations they were asked to rate the overall
color quality of the image on a scale of: bad, fair, good, very good, and excellent.
This user interface was utilized for the repeatability and variability evaluation of
this phase of research; therefore three different observer groups were required.
The first intent was to evaluate a large population (>30 observers) manipulating
each image once, the second was a medium size population (10 observers) with
multiple observations, in this case each made five observations, and finally a
small population (1 observer) with many observations, fifteen observations were
made.
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The second user interface used the same colorimetric dimensions of
manipulation, however the user was limited to adjustments along one dimension
at a time. Figure 3-1 1 represents the GUI.
Figure 3-1 1. Pictorial representation GUI usedfor the secondphase ofthis research
The user was allowed to adjust the single dimension as many time as he or she
needed but were limited to only adjust the dimension that was presented.
Lightness, contrast, chroma, and hue rotation were presented one time for each
image and color balance was presented twice, first individually as a* or b* and
then a* and b*. Once the observer adjusted to the best possible color
reproduction of the image along the one dimension the observer was asked to rate
the overall color quality of the image, using the same scale mention earlier. This
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user interface was only used to evaluate one group size, a large population for a
single observation.
C. Colorimetric Characterization & Considerations
The colorimetric characterization and consideration were identical for
both versions of this experiment. The image data workflow for these experiments
is diagramed in Figure 3-12.
Original
RGB Image
Pnnter
Characterization
(10x10x10 LUT)
Image
manipulation
(dELAB Image)
Inverse LCD
Model
(3x3 & 3
1-D LUTs)
Manipulated Image
(RGB Image)
Figure 3-12. Data workflow diagramfor ExperimentHI
The original images were converted from RGB digital counts to CIELAB values
using the forward printer characterization from Experiment II. This was done to
increase the amount of correlation between experiments. In order to invert the
adjusted image from CIELAB values back to RGB values, the inversion of a
characterization technique outlined by Fairchild and Wyble was implemented.
This method of characterization is also briefly discussed in Chapter 2. The
technique incorporates the use of a 3x3 matrix with three linearly interpolated
one-dimensional look-up tables. The major design decision for this phase of
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research was how to calculate the adjusted images. The primary concern was to
determine which order the colorimetric manipulations should be applied to an
image, and furthermore how to preserve the ability to be able to undo the
application of any manipulation in any order. The solution was to always
recalculate the adjusted image from the original image file, and to build the
colorimetric manipulations into one function so that the adjusted image is always
calculated in the same manner allowing the observer the ability to reasonably
predict the resultant image from one manipulation to another. The order that the
colorimetric functions were integrated into is as follows: lightness, color balance,
contrast, and then chroma and hue rotation. Equation 3.5 is the integrated function
used.
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IntegratedColorimetric Function for ImaeeManipulation
L* '"
^ *____i = [( ^^^ Ligh"ms-*K,or ] x 100.0p 100.0
*sPi = a *'ongmai (fl * _ Factor)
b*s,epi=b*origial(b*_Factor)
L *SlepX < inf lection _ po int ->
Z,*
rv 5/c/?l \ ^ /\-|C-n/r__r_/oc/or
^V =[ 100 20 ]xioo.o
Z. *s, , > inf lection _ po int-
L * >.o
([(( 55.1) x 2.0) - 1 ) + 1 .o [3.5]
iV=[ Jxioo.o
C * = /a *20 +/> *20'-'a- Step} y]" Step\^u Ste,Step]
b*
a *steP3 = (Ca_ *5/c/,3 xChroma _ Factor) x [cos(arctan( )) + //we _ angle _ factor]
a Slepl
b*
0 *steP3 = (Cai, *siePi xChroma _ Factor) x [sin(arctan( __)) + //we _ g/e _ factor]
a Slept
Where L*ortginll, a*origlm,j, and b*origii, are the values ofthe un-manipulatedpixel, and each ofthefactors are
inputtedfrom the GUI to manipulate the CIELAB value ofthepixel.
D. Colorimetric Validation
The performance of the LCD characterization was tested with 27 color
patches of all possible combination ofRGB digital counts 20, 80, and 200.
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Table 3-10. 3x3 Matrix and Flare for LCD
Characterization
Table 3-11. Performance of LCD
Characterization
AE*MX Y Z
RED
GREEN
BLUE
46.73
30.59
14.99
25.42
62.24
12.34
1.03
7.94
74.91
Mean
Maximum
Minimum
Standard Deviatior
0.99
2.95
0.13
0.96FLARE 0.49 0.50 0.42
E. Observer Population
The observer population consisted of the students, staff, and faculty of the
Center for Imaging Science. Table 3-12 presents the breakdown of the observer
population for each testing location.
Table 3-12. Breakdown ofObserver population for each sub-population of Experiment III
Experiment III - Version I
Number ofObservers | Number of Trials |Percent Male| Age Range
Data Set A
Data Set B
Data Set C
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10
1
1 68 22-71
5 90 22-37
15 100 25
Experiment III - Version I
I Data Set D
Number ofObservers | Number of Trials |Percent Male| Age Range
30 70 22-60
F. Observer Instructions
The observer instructions for the experiment are in the Appendix on pages
A-7, 8.
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Chapter 4.
Analysis & Discussion
4.1 Experiment I - Survey of Image Characteristics
The analysis of this experiment was done in several stages. The first stage
of the analysis utilized a multivariate hierarchical clustering technique, with a
complete linkage objective, in order to group the image characteristics based on
similarity of observer response. Similarity in this case is a Euclidean distance
measurement from one list of image characteristic response to another. This
analysis was done on both the hardcopy (RIT), and softcopy (LCD) experiments,
and for each mode the responses from all the images and observers were pooled.
The cluster analysis was then repeated five times, producing an analysis at
eighteen clusters, ten clusters, seven clusters, five clusters, and three clusters.
Repeating the cluster analysis for different numbers of clusters made it possible to
understand the balance among many clusters with high similarity versus few
clusters with lower similarity among image characteristic terms, this evaluation
also gave insight of how and when characteristics group together. Two of the
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main trends that were evident from both sub-populations of the experiment were
that the image characteristics terms for shadow image area content grouped
together early, or at a high level of similarity, and that the mid-tone characteristics
grouped themselves with the overall image characteristics. The results of the
Hierarchical Cluster Analysis can be seen in Appendix page A-9 and A-10.
The second stage of the analysis consisted of rank ordering of the thirty-
seven image characteristics terms based on the average magnitude of the
responses for each characteristics. The rank order was calculated twice for each
mode of the experiment. The first ranking calculated the average magnitude
including the
"NA"
response valued as a 0, and the second ranking calculated the
average magnitude excluding
"NA"
response. This analysis proved to be quite
confusing and difficult to interpret.
In order to simplify the analysis the third stage of the analysis only looked
at the percentage of
"NA"
responses for each image characteristic. The first pass
of this stage pooled all the observations for all four modes and all images to
generate an overall idea of what was deemed important and what wasn't. The
results of this plot are presented in Figure 4-1.
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responsefor Experiment I, all responses pooled
The second pass of the third stage of analysis tried to determine if any
dependencies existed for viewing modes or images, and incorporated all
observers. This evaluation of the data showed that no real image dependency or
viewing mode dependency existed for this data set. This was determined because
the individual plots of each image and mode appeared very similar to the average
response. Next, we wanted to get an idea of how consistent our observers were.
So another pass of this analysis was done on a subset of the population using the
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same ten observers from the Hardcopy (RIT), LCD, and CRT versions of the
experiment, evaluating for both image dependency and viewing mode
dependencies. The results of these evaluations are below in Figures 4-2 and 4-3.
Image dependency for all modes subset evaluation
Mid-tone Highlight
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
Image Characteristics Number
- Art Fair -"-Campus -Clown
Koala Bearded Man Model
-- Food
Mts.
- Horses Kids
Indoor Scene
Figure 4-2. Evaluation ofImage dependency ofPercentage "NA
" Responsefor sub-group ofpopulation
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Viewing Mode Dependency for observer subset
II III Shadow Mid-tons Highlight
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37
Image Characteristics Number
-CRT LCD -*- Hardcopy (RIT)
Figure 4-3. Evaluation ofmode dependency ofPercentage "NA
" Responsefor sub-group ofpopulation
From these plots it easy to see that no real image dependency or viewing
mode dependency existed which reaffirms the findings of the evaluation of the
similar analysis of the entire population. However, looking at the two plots
reveals that individual observers are fairly consistent in their responses
particularly when evaluating overall image
characteristics and mid-tone image
characteristics. This is evident by the regions of the figures labeled I, II, III, and
Mid-tone, because the magnitude of the peaks and valleys coincide
well in both
figures. For the regions labeled shadow and highlight regions there is
less
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consistency demonstrated, perhaps because these regions seem to be more
viewing mode dependent than the other regions of interest.
Finally, the idea of rank ordering the average responses for image
characteristics was redone but in a restricted sense in that any terms with more
than ten percent
"NA"
response from the subset population was thrown out of the
evaluation. Twelve image characteristics remained after cutting at a ninety
percent importance level, and Table 4-1 presents which image characteristics
remained and the their rank ordering based on average magnitude of response.
The average magnitude of response for an image characteristics was calculated by
summing the responses for the given image characteristic, and then dividing by
the number ofnon
"NA"
responses.
Table 4-1. Rank ordering of important image characteristics from observer subset.
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Midtone Lightness Accuray 2 1 1
4 4 2
1 2 3
3 3 4
5 5 5
6 6 6
10 9 7
7 7 8
9 8 9
11 10 10
8 11 11
Hue Naturalness
Midtone Detail
Image Naturalness
Midtone Chroma Correctness
Overall Chroma Correctness
MemoryColor Reproduction
Gray Balance
Color Balance
Tone reproduction
Highlight Detail
Shadow Detail 12 12 12
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Table 4-2. Percent similarity of rank ordering of image characteristics deemed important by
the observer subset.
CRT LCD | Hardcopy (RIT)
CRT 100%
89%
81%
89%
100%
89%
81%
89%
100%
LCD
Hardcopy (Rff)
Table 4-2 presents in a percentage how similar each ranking were to each other.
These percentages were based on a ratio of the sum of deviations between ranks
divided by the maximum possible deviation between any two rankings.
This final step of the evaluation reiterates the idea that observers place
greatest importance on overall and mid-tone image characteristics. It also
reiterates that observers are fairly consistent from one viewing mode to another.
Finally, the rank ordering image characteristics, Table 4-1, in conjunction with
experience from adjusting and manipulating images determined the colorimetric
dimensions chosen for the next two experiments. The top five image
characteristic terms correlate to the set of image manipulations accordingly, Mid-
tone Lightness Accuracy equates to lightness adjustment (a gamma adjustment of
L*), Mid-tone Detail equates to contrast adjustment (a sigmoid adjustment to L*,
with an inflection point at 50.0 L*), Mid-tone Chroma Correctness equates to
chroma adjustment (multiplicative adjustment to Cab* at a constant hab), and Hue
Naturalness and Image Naturalness equates to hue rotation (hab rotation at a
constant Cab* value) and color balance (additive shifts of
a* and b*).
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4.2 Experiment II - International Image Characteristic Rank Order
The analysis of this experiment was done utilizing two techniques. Both
techniques compared and contrasted the results of four sub-populations of the
experimental population. The four sub-populations were segregated by nationality
and are labeled as follows: Americans, Chinese, Europeans, and Japanese. Each
sub-group was also compared against the response of the entire population.
The first evaluation technique utilized Thurstone's Law of Comparative
Judgment. The intent of this technique is to generate scales ofpreference for each
adjustment dimensions. The implementation of this analysis was as follows: for a
given population or sub-population the rank-ordered response from each observer
was converted into an n-by-n frequency matrix by comparing the ranked
responses pair-wise, and counting the number of times one increment step value
was perceived as better than another increment step
value.8At the completion of
converting each observer's response, the frequency matrixes were summed to
generate one n-by-n frequency matrix that represented the number of times a
column sample was preferred over a row sample for a given population or sub-
population. Each element of the matrix was then converted into its corresponding
z-score, and then each column of z-scores was averaged to generate the average
preference z-score for that adjustment
dimension.8 This analysis combined the
results of all the images, and compared the composite results for the entire image
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set for each dimension. The results of this analysis are presented in Figure 4-4
through 4-11. In each figure, two plots represent the results of each data set
generated by the Thurstone's analysis of each adjustment dimension. The first
plot for each figure allows one to compare the shape and distribution of
preference for the sub-populations. The second plot shows the error associated
with the interval values presented for each sub-population. The error bars in the
1 38
second plot for each dimension were based on a 95% confidence equal to -^ ,
yjn
where n is the size of the sub-population.
The Thurstone's analysis demonstrates that preferences along these
adjustment dimensions may demonstrate biases linked to different cultural
backgrounds, but it is also apparent that the differences among cultures are subtle
and most likely are not practical to account for. This conclusion is apparent by
the fact that the trends outlined in Table 4-3 are generally a variation in
preference by one step of a given adjustment dimension. Furthermore the
difference among sub-groups generally lies on either side of what would be the
nominal or starting image. Thus the nominal image would be within the
variability of either sub-group, so therefore it would be impractical to cater to the
variability due cultural differences. Table 4-3 summarizes the results of the
Thurstone's analysis presented in Figures 4-4 through 4-11.
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Table 4-3. Summary Table for Thurstone's Analysis of Experiment II.
Figure Number
Figure 4-4
Adjustment Dimension Comments
v
Figure 4-5
'""^ii-i.
Figure t "
Figure 4-7
' .' Figure 4-8
Figure 4-9
:: Figure 4-10
Figure 4-1 1
Gamma
Sigmoid
Chroma
RiSI'J.wwj*. ~!1_-
Hue Rotation
a*
b*
a"b* Direct
a*b* Indirect
Japanese group has a shifted preference towards a lighter
image in comparison to all other sub-groups
. ,s, j.m\~hi7m
Chinese group demonstrate a shifted preference to more contrast
in comparison to the Americans and Japanese
The Eastern Hemisphere has a shifted preference to more chroma
compared to theAmericans^ , ;_l^'-v__.nn_____. ..... ,_--. ..<&
Hue Rotation demonstrated little peak preference for any sub-group
Japanese demonstrate a preference towards redder orwarmer
images than Americans ,-.>v . -.--.>__.,.
Chinese group demonstrate a shift towards bluer or cooler images
No Particular Trends
No Particular Trends
#,.>.,OR
To better understand the variability in preference for these manipulation
dimensions and images, the Thurstone's analysis was repeated for each image and
manipulation dimension resulting in eighty-eight preference scales presented in
the appendix 8.14 through 8.21. The observations resulting from this exercise
are that the preference scales are very image dependent, except for the
manipulation dimension of hue rotation. Hue rotation as a global manipulation
tool was difficult to interpret and the preference scales generated from the data do
not provide any meaningful relationships. It is also evident that
images that have
people as the primary interest within the image have tighter
preference scales than
images without people as the primary focus. Finally it is apparent that the image
capture technique or the quality of the nominal image probably
dictates the shape
of the curve more than the cultural differences do, the relationship appears to be
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that images of low quality or poor capture have a flatter curves in comparison to a
starting image of higher quality, which will result in more of a bell shaped curve.
This also means that as image quality degrades our preferences widen or become
less defined. Images of lower quality in this experiment would be SAU, Artfair,
and horses; these images were either scanned or captured using a consumer digital
camera. The rest of the images were stock photos and ofmuch higher quality. It
is also interesting to note that among cultures the shape of the curves for various
cultures is consistent for specific image content.
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Gamma Adjustment Dimension
0 85 1.00
Gamma Adjustment Factor
Entire Population American --* Chinese -' European * Japanese
Gamma Adjustment Dimension
Gamma Adjustment Factor
I Entire Population Americans DChinese DEuropean Japanese
Figure 4-4. Resultsfor the Gamma AdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone 's Analysis
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Sigmoid Adjustment Dimension
0.95 1.15
Sigmoid Adjustment Factor
- Entire Population American * Chinese * European * Japanese
Sigmoid Adjustment Dimension
Sigmoid Adjustment Factor
BEntire Population Americans DChinese DEuropeans Japanese
Figure 4-5. Resultsfor the SigmoidAdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone
'_ Analysis
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Chroma Adjustment Dimension
Chroma Adjustment Factor
- Entire Population American A Chinese -^-European * Japanese
Chroma Adjustment Dimension
Chroma Adjustment Factor
]Entire Population Americans OChinese D Europeans Japanese
Figure 4-6. Resultsfor the ChromaAdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone 's Analysis
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Hue Rotation Adjustment Dimension
0.00 0.04
Hue Rotation Adjustment Factor
- Entire Population - American Chinese European X Japanese
Hue Rotation Adjustment Dimension
Hue Rotation Adjustment Factor
] Entire Population Americans Chinese DEuropeans Japanese
Figure 4-7. Resultsfor the Hue Rotation AdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone 'sAnalysis
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a* Adjustment Dimension
a* Adjustment Factor
-? Entire Population -Americans - Chinese European * Japanese
a* Adjustment Dimension
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a* Adjustment Factor
9 Entire Population ..Americans..ChineseDEuropeans ..Japanese|
Figure 4-8. Resultsfor the a*Adjustment Dimensionfor the Thurstone '_ Analysis
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b* Adjustment Dimension
b* Adjustment Factor
- Entire Population Americans A Chinese ~^~Europeans X Japanese
b* Adjustment Dimension
b* Adjustment Factor
I BEntire Population Americans Chinese DEuropeans Japanese |
Figure 4-9. Resultsfor the b *AdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone 's Analysis
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Figure 4-10. Resultsfor theDirectAdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone 's Analysis
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Indirect a*b* Adjustment Dimension
Indirect a*b* Adjustment Factor
- Entire Population -Americans * Chinese Europeans X Japanese
Indirect a*b* Adjustment Dimension
Indirect a'b'Adjustment Factor
IEntire Population Americans Chinese DEuropeans Japanese
Figure 4-11. Resultsfor the IndirectAdjustmentDimensionfor the Thurstone '_ Analysis
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The second evaluation of this experiment calculated the peak response of
each of the eighty-eight interval scales produced by the Thurstone's analysis for
each of the sub-populations and for the entire population. The algorithm utilized
to calculate the peak response of each interval scale is in Figure 4-12, and the
actual code is presented in the appendix on page A-13. The general process of
detern_ining the peak response was to first determine how many of the algorithm
steps fell within the top sixth region of the range of z-scores response for a given
interval. This yielded the number of peaks a given interval had, and then based
on the number of peaks a weighted sum of the peaks was utilized to calculate the
true peak of the interval scale. The peak responses were then grouped in two
differentmanors; first the peak responses were grouped by adjustment dimension,
and second by image. Then these groups of response peaks were compared for
statistical difference pair-wise utilizing the student-t distribution with an alpha
value of 5%. In this evaluation, each group being compared had the same
number of peak responses, when grouped by image their was eight dimensional
peaks and when grouped by dimension their were eleven image peaks, the pair-
wise evaluation meant that the first peak response in both groups being compared
were correlated to each other in that both responses were either from the same
image or the same manipulation dimension depending on the evaluation. This
was true for the second responses, the third, etc. The results of the adjustment
dependency are presented in table 4-4, and for image dependency is in Table 4-5.
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Step 1
-> Threshold = (max(z - score) - min(z - score)) 1 6.0
-> Peaks = z - scores > (max(z - score) - Threshold)
Step 2 -
Case : 1
_
peak
-> Interval
_ max_ va/we = max(z - .score)
Case : 2
_
peaks
if _ peaks _ are _ con sec utive
_
then
- Interval
_ max_ va/we = weighted
_
sum of _ both _ peaks
if _ peaks _ were __ seperated _ then
-> Interval
_ max_ value = max(z - score)
Case : 3
_
peaks
if _ peaks _ are _ con sec utive _ then
> Interval
_ max_ value = weighted _ sum of _ three _ peaks
if _ peaks _ are not _ con sec utive _ then
> Interval
_ max_ value = weighted _ sum of _ the _ two _ con sec utive _ peaks
Case : 3
_
peaks
if _ peaks _ are _ con sec utive _ then
> Interval
_ max_ value = weighted _ sum of __ four _ peaks
if _ peaks _ are not _ con sec utive _ then
> Interval
_ max_ value = weighted _ sum of _ the _ three con sec utive _ peaks
Figure 4-12. Algorithm utilized to calculate thepeak response ofThurstone's interval scale
The first part of Table 4-4 outlines how many of the eight adjustment
dimensions tested demonstrated significant statistical difference between a pair of
cultural sub-groups, for Table 4-5 the first part outlines how many of the eleven
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images demonstrated significant statistical difference between a pair of cultural
sub-groups. The second part of each table lists which dimensions or which images
differed.
Table 4-4. Results of student-t mean statistical difference evaluation for adjustment
dimensions.
American Chinese European Japanese
Entire
American
Chinese
European
2 2 0 3
3 1 3
0 2
2
American Chinese European Japanese
Entire
American
Chinese
European
Direct, Indirect Sigmoid, b* Gamma, a*, indirect
Hue, b*, indirect Direct Gamma, a*, indirect
Gamma, b*
Gamma, indirect
Table 4-5. Results of student-t mean statistical difference evaluation for images.
American Chinese European Japanese
Entire
American
Chinese
European
1 0 1 1
0 0 1
1
2
American Chinese European Japanese
Entire
American
Chinese
European
Mountains Church Church
Church
Model
Church, Model
The results of this analysis confirm the findings of the Thurstone's
analysis, with more mathematical rigor. The only trend not presented by this
analysis that was apparent by the Thurstone's analysis was the trend within the
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Chroma dimension, and this is why the combination of the Thurstone's analysis
and the student-t mean test is important. The Thurstone's analysis allowed us to
understand the shape of the response interval from each cultural group for each
adjustment dimension, but does not provide any quantitative determination of
difference. The advantage to the student-t mean test is that it's a quantitative test
of statistical difference and clearly defines where statistical differences exist
between the most preferred response for each interval, but ignores the overall
trends of the intervals. Therefore, the student-t mean test can present no
statistical difference between two groups ofpeak responses while the Thurstone's
analysis demonstrates a significant trend difference in the preference curves, such
as for the chroma dimension. From the combination of these analyses it is clear
that there are some statistically significant cultural differences, but it appears that
they are not that important in most practical applications. For the significant
cultural differences such as the Church and Model images the preference scales
are presented in the appendix 8.14 through 8.21. The student t-test was based on
the peak responses so the cultural differences are based upon a shift among peak
responses for a given adjustment dimension rather than a change in the preference
curve. It is also interesting to note that even though the peak preference does
shift, the shape of the preference curves are very similar for all cultures, and the
shape of the preference curves appear to vary according to the different subject
matter and possible input techniques or capture method rather than culture.
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4.3 Experiment III - Image Characteristic Adjustment Phase
The analysis of this experiment was done to understand the variability
among observers (inter-observer) and also to understand the repeatability within
an observer (intra-observer) at making a preferred image. To quantify the
different types of variability the application of a mean color difference from a
mean (MCDM) technique was implemented. The results of the MCDM
evaluation are presented in Table 4-6. The results presented in 4-6 are a summary
of the results of individual image difference calculations, which are presented in
the appendix on page A-ll. The individual image difference calculations were
based the average color difference at each pixel within an image. The color
difference equation utilized was AE*94. The results of each observer were
compared to the mean result of the specified population for the inter-observer
analysis. For intra-observer analysis, the mean image for each observer was
calculated and then compared to each of the
observers'
observations. These
calculations are known as mean color difference from the mean color, orMCDM.
Table 4-6 shows that the variability or standard deviation within an
observer (intra-observer variability) is about half the variability or standard
deviation among observers (inter-observer variability). This is similar to the
results of previous work based on
observers'
ability to perform a similar task on
patches of color.
19
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Table 4-6. Observer Inter- & Intra-Variability in making preferred images
Data Set A
Data Set D
Inter-Observer Variability
MCDM - based on AEy
Minimum | Maximum | Mean j St.
2.38
2.44
17.70
20.89
7.36
8.23
3.58
4.16
Intra-Observer Variability
MCDM - based on AEV
Minimum | Maximum Mean St. Dev
Data Set B
Data Set C
1.04 12.37 4.51 2.53
2.50 11.04 6.04 2.48
The next colorimetric evaluation was to determine how close the average
image of each population was to the starting image. This analysis simply
calculated the pixel-by-pixel color difference between the starting image and the
average image of each data set. Table 4-7 represents the main statistics of this
evaluation, and the image specific data is presented in the appendix on page A-12.
Table 4-7. Color Difference between the optimal Image and starting image.
Difference between Original Image and Mean Image
color diference based on AEV
Minimum | Maximum | Mean St. Dev
Data Set A
Data Set B
Data Set C
Data Set D
2.35 7.57 5.05 1.64
2.23 10.32 6.60 2.57
4.15 10.24 7.12 2.07
2.88 8.70 4.55 1.78
This analysis validates that the starting images were likely inside the circle
of observer variability. This was important to this research because the goal is to
better understand an enhancement ofa colorimetric objective. If the starting point
of manipulations was too far away from the endpoint, then the manipulations
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would be correcting a flaw in either characterization or simply a bad image, either
way not allowing us insight to preferred color reproduction.
Unfortunately the MCDM analysis presented above does not allow one to
visualize the observer variability. Therefore the final evaluation of inter- and
intra-observer variability was to make actual print sets to demonstrate the
variability. For each of the evaluations, both a sample of low and high variation
was selected based on the standard deviation of each image and population. The
images ranked by standard deviation are presented in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8. Rank Ordering of Images by standard deviation of the color differences from the
mean image.
Data Set A
Image St. Dev
Model 2.17
Harmony 2.99
ArtFair 3.02
Horses 3.11
Clown 3.31
Man 3.33
Dinner 3.65
SAU 4.14
Mountains 4.15
Koala 4.22
Church 5.33
Data Set B
Image St. Dev
Clown 1.89
Model 2.25
Horses 2.36
Man 2.48
Harmony 2.56
Church 2.64
SAU 2.67
ArtFair 2.69
Dinner 2.72
Koala 2.72
Mountains 2.83
Data Set C
Image St. Dev
Clown 1.82
Harmony 1.82
SAU 1.84
Horses 2.24
Dinner 2.27
Church 2.38
Mountains 2.93
Koala 2.93
Man 2.93
Model 2.96
ArtFair 3.21
Data Set D
Image St. Dev
Model 2.09
Dinner 2.67
Man 3.52
Clown 3.66
Harmony 4.16
Koala 4.17
Horses 4.40
ArtFair 4.84
Church 5.01
Mountains 5.29
SAU 5.91
Rank ordering the images by standard deviation showed that the images with the
smallest standard deviation of color difference from the mean image were all
images with people in them. In data set A (31 obs. - Ver. I), B (10 obs. - Ver I),
and D (30 obs. - Ver II), the four primary face images were all in the top six for
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each experiment. These images are Model, Man, Clown, and Harmony. Data set
C is based only on one person so the subtle deviation is not very surprising. For
the print sets the least variable image chosen was Model and the most variable
image chosen was Mountains. The prints sets are in Figures 4-14 through 4-17.
Figure 4-13 outlines the layout for Figures 4-14 through 4-17. In Figures 4-14
and 4-15, the five images presented below the original were chosen to
demonstrate the variability within the population. The average image presented
in each figure is off the five chosen images. Figures 4-16 and 4-17 show the five
results generated by the one observer.
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Original Image Average Image
(Of the five presented Below)
Observer Image 1 Observer Image 2
Observer Image 3
Observer Image 4 Observer Image 5
Figure 4-13. Layout ofeachprint sheetsfor Figure 4-14 through 4-17.
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In evaluation of the print sets for inter- and intra- observer variability it is obvious
that the variability between people is much larger than the variability within one
observer. Furthermore, despite the difference in variability in ether case the
average image of either one observer or many observers is the best image and is
fairly similar in reproduction to each other. Colorimetric Reproductions of
Figures 4-14 through 4-17 were also made and printed on a Fujix Pictrography
3000 using the characterization technique and consideration from the hard copy
experiments.
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4.4 Cross-over analysis for Experiments II & III
The final analysis of this research was to generate sets of preferred images
from each of the previous experiments and compare the results. The first obstacle
was to decide how to compute the mean image, either by averaging the end
adjustment points or by regenerating each optimal image and then averaging the
images. To aid in the decision, the mean pixel-by-pixel color difference was
calculated between the two techniques of calculating a preferred image, utilizing
Data Set A from the Adjustment Experiment. The results from this analysis are in
Table 4-9. The results reveal that the difference between the two different
techniques is negligible; therefore the decision was to calculate the preferred
images based on the average of the adjustments rather than the average of images.
This decision was made for computation ease and because averaging the
adjustments is more similar to how the peaks were generated from Experiment II.
Table 4-9. Color difference between two techniques of generating the preferred image.
Color difference based on AE%4
Mean Variance Max Min
Church 0.94 0.05 1.30 0.13
Dinner 0.41 0.05 0.77 0.08
Harmony 0.68 0.07 1.02 0.11
Model 0.53 0.09 0.99 0.03
Artfair 0.72 0.25 1.49 0.05
Clown 0.59 0.04 1.06 0.1
Horses 0.74 0.04 0.96 0.16
Koala Bear 0.61 0.04 1.10 0.19
Bearded Man 0.68 0.03 0.96 0.28
Mountains 0.71 0.08 1.33 0.21
SAU 0.81 0.02 1.31 0.23
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The next phase of evaluation was to generate the preferred image sets
based on the average endpoints from each of the different experiments. The
results of the preferred image generation are presented in Figures 4-18 through 4-
28. In order to generate the preferred image sets, some decisions had to be made
on what to compare; for this reason the data collected for a*b* Direct and Indirect
manipulations from the rank order experiments was dropped from this evaluation.
Furthermore, two sets of preferred images were generated from the individual
adjustment experiment; the first one utilized the compounding color balance
(having both a* and b* adjustments at the same time, also known as Experiment
III - V.B), and the second utilized the individual color balance adjustment
(having either a* or b* adjustments individually, also known as Experiment III -
V.B2). So in total, four preferred versions of each image were generated. The
circle of preferred images generated steps from the results of completely
compounding dynamic adjustments, through individual dynamic adjustments to
the results of static individual adjustments. Two metrics were tabulated to better
understand the difference between each set of preferred adjustments and images.
The first metric is a modified Euclidean distance, Equation 4-1, between two sets
ofpreferred adjustment endpoints from two experiments, and the second metric is
a pixel-by-pixel color difference of the two preferred images. The results of the
calculations are presented in Table 4-10. For the Euclidean distance metric, each
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adjustment parameter was weighted by the increment value utilized in Experiment
II. The application of individual normalization to each adjustment dimension
placed the calculated differences onto a similar magnitude scale. Finally, the sum
of the individual Euclidean distances was normalized by a factor of 3.59 so that
the average distance for this evaluation would be 1 .0.
(
adjustment I
* I I h* -h*
adjustmetl I I adjustment] adjustmetl '
Dis tan ce =
3.0 3.0
|
\gammaadjuslme,x-gammaadjuslmel2\
|
\sigmoidadjuslmelHl-sigmoidadJuslmel2
.15 0.20
I ab adjustment ab adjustmetl I I ab-adjustmen(l ab-adjustme(2 U
0.11 3.0
3.59
[4.1]
Where:
a*a_j_sim_nii.2 = the preferred adjustment level for the a* dimension
b*_dj_sim.nii,2 = the preferred adjustment level for the b* dimension
gammaadjU.lnM.-l|i2 = the preferred adjustment level for the gamma dimension
sigmoidadjusm,.-,!^ = the preferred adjustment level for the sigmoid dimension
Cab*adj-simcnii,2 = the preferred adjustment level for the C* dimension
A_6--dj_sim_nti,2 = the preferred adjustment level for the h dimension
Table 4-10 summarizes the mean of the distance and color difference
calculations from the individual calculations for each image. The individual
results and adjustment factors are presented in the appendix on page A-l 5.
Table 4-10. Color difference between two techniques of generating the preferred image.
The MCDs represent the mean color difference of all Images based on a AE*M
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III
- V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.22
3.47
4.39
0.94
1.05
1.36
1.31
3.21
0.20
1.31
1.31
3.05
0.20
1.28
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The results of this analysis demonstrate that there is little difference
between the four techniques utilized to generate preferred images. This is
visually confirmed by the image sets in Figures 4-18 through 4-28. Appendix
8.12 and 8.13 provide insight into the individual manipulations applied and the
color differences between each preferred image. Finally, colorimetric
reproductions of Figures 4-18 through 4-28 were made and printed on a Fujix
Pictrography 3000 using the characterization technique and considerations from
the hard copy experiment.
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Figure 4-18. Preferred Image setfor the Church Image.
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Figure 4-19. Preferred Image setfor the Dinner Image.
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Figure 4-21. Preferred Image setfor the Model Image.
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Figure 4-22. Preferred Image setfor theArtfair Image.
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Figure 4-23. Preferred Image setfor the Clown Image.
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Figure 4-25. PreferredImage setfor theKoala Image.
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Figure 4-26. Preferred Image setfor the BeardedMan Image.
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Figure 4-27. Preferred Image setfor the Mountains Image.
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Figure 4-28. Preferred Image setfor the S.A.U Image.
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Chapter 5.
Conclusions
Observer preference incorporated into current image reproduction
techniques should be viewed as an enhanced or customized version of a
colorimetric reproduction objective. The images in this research were not a
complete colorimetric reproduction of the original scenes because there were no
colorimetric measurements of the original scenes to compare with the reproduced
images. However, the idea of a need for a customized reproduction objective is
still the underlying theme of this research.
The first experiment, "Survey of Image Characteristics", was an attempt to
determine the importance of commonly used image characteristic terms in
correlation to the image quality of an image set. The experiment produced results
that were difficult to interpret, however the experiment did demonstrate that
regardless of image content, or viewing mode a group of observers are consistent
in reporting what image characteristics they deem are important. Experiment I
also aided in the decision to utilize five dimensions ofmanipulation to generate
preferred color reproductions, for Experiments II and III. The dimensions were,
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lightness (gamma adjustment to L*), contrast (sigmoid adjustment to L*), chroma
(multiplicative factor on Cab* at a given hah), hue rotation, and color balance
(additive adjustments to a* and b*).
The second experiment, "International Image Characteristic Rank Order",
was an experiment designed to determine if cultural biases on the perception of
image quality exists, and also to better understand in colorimetric dimensions
observer preferences of hard copy images. The results of this experiment
identified that cultural biases may exist between peak preferences while rating
image quality, however the analysis also cites that it is probably not practical to
account for these differences. The analysis also demonstrated that despite possible
difference between the peak responses due to cultural difference, the shape of the
preference responses were maintained uniformly across cultures, further
diminishing any distinct difference between cultures. This experiment also
generated a series of preference curves, which provided insight into how
preferences changes according to various subject matter, capture modes and
overall quality of an image. This analysis demonstrated that images in which
people are the primary focus of the image maintains tighter preferences, and that
images ofhigher quality tend to have steeper peaks in preference in comparison to
images of lower quality. Generally, the quality of the image is more likely to be
directly linked to the quality of capture technique utilized to create the image, so
better image capture also appears to generate more defined preferences responses.
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Finally, the results also demonstrated that of the manipulation dimensions, hue
rotation had the most ambiguous peaks, meaning that as a global manipulation
tool hue rotation is difficult judge and does not produce a clear preference peek or
curve. Furthermore each of the other tools provided did demonstrate clear
preference peaks.
The third experiment, "Image Characteristic Adjustment", allowed us to
better understand inter- and intra-observer variability while generating
"preferred" images. This experiment concluded that the variability within an
observer is about halfof the variability between observers. The evaluation of this
experiment also validated that the image set utilized within this experimentation
was at a good starting point to account for differences in preference rather than a
flaw in characterization techniques.
The final evaluation of this research was a cross comparison between
Experiments II and III, the comparison was made by generating
"preferred"
image sets from the data collected from each experiment. The exercise
demonstrated good consistency between experiments, leading us to believe that
the information gathered in one experiment can be pieced together and directly
compared to the results of the other experiment. Also based on the generation of
preferred image sets, it became most apparent that the most
"preferred" image is
the one based on the average of individual preferred images.
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Chapter 6.
Future Research
More ideas related to image quality and preferred color reproduction
should be studied in order to continue to make improvements in our
understanding of color image reproduction. Ideas for the future research are
described below; these ideas primarily focus on other evaluations for this data sets
and modification of these experiments.
6.1 Development of a complex image color-difference metric
Future research endeavors for the data set generated from these
experiment could include work on developing a complex image color-difference
equation. Based on my experience there has to be some sort of weighting
function that can be applied to describe the difference between how observers
judge the color difference of patches in comparison to how observers judge color
preference between images. It's apparent that 1.0 unit of color-difference
between patches is not similar to a 1.0 unit of color-difference between images.
So if one used the inter- and intra- observer variability data sets and generated a
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functions that would shift images color-difference scale to a similar scale that has
already been determined for patches, then I think an experiment that compared
generated scales for image at different bit depths of color would make the
function that the perception of color difference goes through when jumping from
rating patches in comparison to images.
6.2 Understand the difference between global manipulations and image
segmentation
Another future research endeavor could be a repeat of the adjustment
experiment, but allowing for image segmentation and determine how important
the ability to make localized manipulation is to the overall preference of an
image. This experiment could also incorporate spatial adjustments to start to link
the importance of color attributes to spatial in a complex image analysis.
6.3 Preferred color reproduction repeated with true colorimetric
reproduction
Another future research endeavor could be a repeat a subset of these
experiments with images that actually have colorimetric
"truth"
associated to
them, in order to better understand how preference of the reproduction correlates
to an original scene.
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Appendix.
8.1) Original Project Proposal:
RIT/Xerox CAT Research Project Experimental Outline (6/00)
Image Color Preferences and Tolerances
Phase 1 : Color Preference Reproduction
Objective: To carry out a series ofpsychophysical experiments to attempt to determine
observer preferences for color reproduction ofpictorial images and provide
guidance for the reproduction of images with unknown colorimetric origin. Also
cultural preferences will be examined by collecting data from 3-4 continents.
This will be accomplished through a series of experiments building upon
previous results.
PreliminaryExperiment (Survey): The first experiment will be a survey ofobservers in
which a series of images are viewed and the observers indicate what attributes are
good or bad and how important each of these attributes are for assessment of
overall color quality (preference). This experimental survey would be completed
as follows:
Approximately 10 pictorial images ofvarious content (and color problems)
Approximately 30 Observers (50% expert, 50% non-expert for comparison) at
RIT
Replicated in both hard-copy (EP Print) and soft-copy (LCD) at RIT
Replicated at Xerox with hard-copy (as desired)
A list of attributes will be presented to the observers
Observers will rate each attribute as good/bad and on level of importance
Redundant attributes will be included to assess terminology preferences
This experiment should be completed by the end ofOctober 2000.
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Adjustment Experiment: The second experiment will be completed on a soft-copy
display (LCD). Observers will adjust the color attributes of images to produce
preferred image. This will be accomplished using a custom-developed user
interface (probably written in IDL) that allows adjustment of the attributes found
most important in the preliminary experiment. This experiment will be designed
as follows:
Same 10 pictorial images
Approximately 30 Observers (most, if not all, expert) at RIT
Soft-selection of specific object colors will be allowed
(e.g., adjust just the skin-tones)
The resulting images will be assessed, categorized, and averaged as appropriate
in order to create nominally preferred images for the final two experiments. This
experiment should be completed by January 1, 2001.
Final Experiment (Survey): This experiment will be a replication of the preliminary
experiment using the images determined to be preferred from the adjustment
experiment. All other experimental variables will be the same as the preliminary
experiment. The goal of this survey will be to confirm the results of the
adjustment experiments. This survey should be completed by March 1, 2001.
InternationalPaired-Comparison Experiment: Also upon completion of the adjustment
experiment, a paired comparison experiment will be designed. In this experiment
the same 10 images will be used and five different versions of each will be
produced. These five versions will include the nominally preferred image from
the adjustment experiment and four others that vary along important dimensions
in clearly perceivable, but not objectionable, increments. This combination will
result in 10 pairs for each image, or a total of 100 pairs. These pairs will each be
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printed on a single piece of paper resulting in 100 pages to be evaluated.
Observers will simply be asked which image on each page is preferred. The
results will be analyzed using Thurstone's law of comparative judgments in order
to obtain interval scales of image preference. This experiment will be completed
in 3-4 different locations around the world to determine if there are significant
differences in cultural preferences. RIT will prepare all the samples and
distribute them for data collection at the other sites. It is expected that the prints
would be prepared and distributed in January 2001 and that the data could be
returned to RIT by March 1 , 2001 . Each site would run the experiment with
approximately 15 observers. Currently, the sites running the experiment are:
RIT, USA (M. Fairchild)
University ofChiba, JAPAN (H. Yaguchi)
University ofDerby, UK (M.R. Luo)
SENAI-CETIQT, BRAZIL (Raquel Araujo, tentative)
Others as feasible
Reporting, etc.: This work will be completed as anM.S. thesis in Color Science at RIT.
As part of the thesis (and preparation for the experiments), the available literature
on image-color preference will be carefully reviewed and summarized. It is
expected that the results will also be compiled in time to prepare a submission for
the 2001 IS&T/SID Color Imaging Conference. If suitable, amanuscript will
also be prepared for a journal publication.
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8.2) Instructions for Experiment I
RIT MCSL <a
Munsell Color Science Laborato
Centerfor Imaging Science - Rochester Institute ofTechnology
Title: Survey of Image Characteristics
Directions:
You are about to be presented with 1 1 different images, for each image you will
be asked to rate the quality of 37 image characteristics. The image characteristics
have been subdivided into six groups and presented randomly by groups. You
must make a response to each question within a group, and ifyou do not respond
to a question the program will make a "beep" noise and not progress to the next
group ofquestions. An acceptable response for each question would be to select
a radio button with a value 1-5(1 meaning poor, 5 being excellent), or a
response ofN/A meaning that the particular image characteristic in not important
to the image or that part of the image. Again you are rating the quality of the
image characteristic in reference to the image content listed in the title above the
radio buttons.
Using the GUI
The user only needs to concern themselves that the image being viewed matches
the image listed in the upper left hand corner of the program, and that all
responses for a given group ofquestions have been evaluated. Once all
characteristics have been evaluated then use the "next" button to bring up the next
set of questions. Ifyou hit the next button before all questions have been
answered the program will beep and you should go back to answer the question(s)
left blank. Furthermore, after each complete set of question groups the program
will prompt you and tell you which number image to change to for the next set of
questions. Once all questions have been answered the "next" button will
disappear and a "Done" button will appear. Simply answer the remaining
questions and hit the done button and the program will terminate. At that point
help yourself to some candy and I thank you for participating in my experiment.
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8.3) Sample Exit Sample Questionnaire for Experiment II
Exit Survey
Percent Confidence inResponses lor the above image I
When evaluating image did you judge the image as I ~3
Ifyou evaluated the image in parts, which image area did yon use to rate this image
Comments
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8.4) Instructions for Experiment II
RJ.T MCSL g.
Munsell Color Science Laboratorv
Centerfor Imaging Science - Rochester Institute ofTechnology
Title: International Rank Ordering of Image Characteristics
Directions:
1 . View each page of 6 images.
2. Rank the images in order ofyour preference.
3. Enter your results on the website.
Be sure that the page number on the printed sheet corresponds to the page
number on the website form.
Enter by clicking on the letters, from the best image to the worst. (Typing them
in doesn't work.)
"Clear"
will clear all your responses for that image set and allow you to re-enter
them.
4. Repeat for all 88 pages of images sheet.
5. Upon completion of the 88 observations complete thel 1 Exit Surveys
There is one Exit Survey for each image
o Each survey has three parts: a text field for percent confidence in your
responses, a description of how you rated the images, and a comment
box for you to include anything you feel is pertinent
6. You may do these in multiple sessions ifneeded.
Close the browser at any point (after hitting
"submit" for the last image in your
session).
Your previous results are recorded one at a time and have been saved.
When beginning again, enter your e-mail address exactly as you did in previous
sessions.
Thank you for participating.
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8.5) Instructions for Experiment III - Version 1
rit MCSL jgt
Munsell Color Science Laboratory
Centerfor ImagingScience - Rochester Institute ofTechnology
Title: Adjustment Experiment - Preferred Image Quality
Directions:
1 . Adjust the set of sliders provided to create yourmost preferred
reproduction of the image. You may use the sliders in any order.
Youmust adjust all sliders before you are allowed to proceed to the
next image.
2. Then rank the quality ofyour final image on the scale provided:
Bad, Fair, Good, Very Good, or Excellent.
3. Enter your results by hitting the
"Next" button.
The program will not let you proceed until you have used all the
adjustment sliders and ranked the image.
4. Repeat for all 1 1 images.
5. Enjoy a piece of candy and thank you for participating.
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8.6) Instructions for Experiment III - Version 2
rit MCSL
Munsell Color Science Laboratory m*
Centerfor ImagingScience - Rochester Institute ofTechnology
Title: Adjustment Experiment - Preferred Image Quality
Directions:
1 . Adjust the slider presented to create your most preferred
reproduction of the image along the dimension provided.
2. Then rank the quality ofyour final image on the scale provided:
Bad, Fair, Good, Very Good, or Excellent.
3. Enter your results by hitting the
"Next" button.
The program will not let you proceed until you have used the
adjustment sliders and ranked the image.
4. Enjoy a piece of candy and thank you for participating.
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8.7) Hierarchical Cluster Analysis for Hard-Copy version
Experiment I
Eighteen Cluster Evaluation
Clutter 1
1 1 Brightness Accuracy
29 5 Brightness Accuracy
36 6 Brightness Accuracy
Clutter 2
2 1 tightness Accuracy
8 2 Hue Naturalness
25 5 Lightness Accuray
Clutter 3
3 1 Chroma Correctness
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
30 5 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 4
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Colorfulness
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
Clutter S
6 1 Chromaticity
21 4 Chromaticity
28 5 Chromaticity
35 6 Chromaticity
7 2 Image Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
18 4 Lightness Accuray
22 4 Brightness Accuracy
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
32 6 Lightness Accuray
37 6 Chroma Correctness
33 6 Coiorfumess
34 6 Saturation
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
Cluster 8
11
24
3 Tone reproduction
5 Midtone Detail
Clutter 9
u 3 Gray Balance
Cluster 10
15 3 Black point
Cluster 11
16 3 White Poinl
Cluster 12
" 4 Shadow Detail
[23 4 Chroma Correctness
|31 6 Highlight Detail
Ten Cluster Evaluation
Cluster 1
1 1 Brightness Accuracy
29 5 Brightness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
Cluster 2
2
8
25
32
37
1 Lightness Accuracy
2 Hue Naturalness
5 Lightness Accuray
6 Lightness Accuray
6 Chroma Correctness
3 1 Chroma Correctness
9 2 Memory Color Reproducer
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
30 5 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 4
4 1 Saturation or Punty
S 1 Colorluiness
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Point
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
Cluster 5
6 1 Chromabary
21 4 Chromaticity
28 5 Chromaticity
35 6 Chromaticity
7 2 Image Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
11 3 Tone reproduction
24 5 Midtone Detail
18 4 Lightness Accuray
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
23 4 Chroma Correctness
31 6 Highlight Detail
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
17 4 Shadow Detail
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
Seven Cluster Evaluation
Cluster 1
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
2 1 Ughtness Accuracy
a 2 Hue Naturalness
25 5 Lightness Accuray
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
32 6 Lightness Accuray
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
37 6 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 2
3 1 Chroma Correctness
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
24 5 Midtone Detail
30 5 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 3
4 1 Saturation or P nty
5 1 Colorfulness
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Point
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
Cluster 4
6 1 Chromaticity
21 4 Chromaticity
28 5 Chromaticity
6 Chromaticity
Cluster 5
7 2 Image Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
Cluster 6
17 4 Shadow Detail
18 4 Ughtness Accuray
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
23 4 Chroma Correctness
31 6 Highlight Detail
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
Five Cluster Evaluation
Cluster 1
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
2 1 Ughtness Accuracy
8 2 Hue Naturalness
25 5 Ughtness Accuray
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
31 6 Highlight Detail
32 6 Ughtness Accuray
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
it 6 Chroma Correctness
3 1 Chroma Correctness
6 1 Chromaticity
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
21 4 Chromaticity
24 5 Midtone Detail
30 5 Chroma Correctness
28 5 Chromaticity
35 6 Chromatici-y
Cluster 3
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Colorfulness
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Point
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
7 2 Image Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
Cluster 5
17 4 Shadow Detail
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
18 4 Ughtness Accuray
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
23 4 Chroma Correctness
KEY
First Column is Img Characlenstic Number
Second Column is the Img Characlenstic Sub Group Question Sub-group
1 = Overall Img Charactenstics
2 = Overall Img Charactenstics II
3 = Overall Img Charactenstics III
4 = Shadow Img Area
5 = Midtone Img Area
6 = Highlight !mg Area
Third Column is the Img Charactenstics Name
Three Cluster Evaluation
Cluster 1
'. 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
2 1 Ughtness Accuracy
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Colorfulness
7 2 Image Naturalness
e 2 Hue Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Point
25 5 Lightness Accuray
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
31 6 Highlight Detail
32 6 Lightness Accuray
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
37 6 Chroma Correctness
3 1 Chroma Correctness
6 1 Chromaticity
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Co4or Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
21 4 Chromaticity
24 5 Midtone Detail
28 5 Chromaticity
30 5 Chroma Correctness
35 6 Chromaticity
Cluster 3
17 4 Shadow Detail
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
18 4 Lightness Accuray
22 4 Brightness Accuracy
23 4 Chroma Correctness
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8.8) Hierarchical Cluster Analysis for Soft Copy (LCD) version of
Experiment I
I Eighteen Cluster EvaluatloTTl I Ten Cluster Evaluation ~~| | Seven Cluster Evaluation ] I Five Cluster ..valuation 1
__lua.__r1 rh,i-,i ^ ' ' T^ 'Cluster
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
22 4 Brightness Accuracy
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
Cluster 2
2 1 Ughtness Accuracy
25 5 Lightness Accuray
32 6 Lightness Accuray
Cluster 3
3 1 Chroma Correctness
12 3 Chroma Range
30 5 Chroma Correctness
37 6 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 4
4 1 Saturation or Punty
27 5 Saturation
5 1 Colorfulness
26 5 Colorfulness
Cluster 6
6 1 Chromatjaty
21 4 Chromatjaty
28 5 Chromabaty
35 6 Chromaticity
Cluster 7
7 2 Image Naturalness
8 2 Hue Naturalness
11 3 Tone reproduction
24 5 Midtone Detail
13 3 Color Balance
1 14 3 Gray Balance
1 15 3 Black pom
16 3 White Point
17 4 Shadow Detail
18 4 Lightness Accuray
Cluster 1
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
Cluster 1
2 1 Lightness Accuracy
J 1 Chroma Correctness
12 3 Chroma Range
23 4 Chroma Correctness
25 5 Lightness Accuray
30 b Chroma Correctness
32 6 Lightness Accuray
37 6 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 3
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Colorfulness
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Pomt
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
Cluster 4
6 1 Chromatioty
21 4 Chromaticity
28 5 Chromaticity
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
35 6 Chromaticity
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
7 2 image Naturalness
8 2 Hue Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction
24 5 Midtone Detail
1 14 3 Gray Balance
17 4 Shadow Detail
18 4 Lightness Accuray
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
| 31 6 Highlight Detail
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
Cluster 2
Cluster 1
2 1 Lightness Accuracy
3 1 Chroma Correctness
12 3 Chroma Range
14 3 Gray Balance
23 4 Chroma Correctness
25 5 Lightness Accuray
30 5 Chroma Correctness
32 6 Lightness Accuray
37 B Chroma Correctness
Cluster 3
4 1 Saturation or P jnty
5 1 Colorfulness
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Pomt
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
Cluster 4
6 1 Chromaticity
-1 4 Chromabaty
26 5 Chromabcrty
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturabon
35 e Chromaticity
7 2 Image Naturalness
8 2 Hue Naturalness
13 3 Color Balance
31 6 Highlight Detail
Cluster 6
9 2 Memory Color Reprod ebon
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone re _i reduction
24 5 Midtone Detail
17 4 Shadow Detail
18 4 Lightness Accuray
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
29 5 Bnghtness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
Cluster 2
2 1 Ughtness Accuracy
3 1 Chroma Correctness
7 2 Image Naturalness
8 2 Hue Naturalness
12 3 Chroma Range
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
23 4 Chroma Correctness
25 5 UghtnB&s Accuray
30 5 Chroma Correctness
31 6 Highlight Detail
32 6 Lightness Accuray
37 6 Chroma Correctness
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Co+orfulness
6 1 Chromabaty
15 3 Black point
16 3 While Point
21 4 Chromabaty
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturation
28 5 Chromabaty
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
35 6 Chromaticity
9 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction '
24 5 Midtone Detail
17 4 Shadow Detail
16 4 Lightness Accuray
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturation
T- . futtej f ' ' ' |
Cluster 1
1 1 Bnghtness Accuracy
17 4 Shadow Detail
16 4 Lightness Accuray
19 4 Colorfulness
20 4 Saturabon
22 4 Bnghtness Accuracy
29 5 Brightness Accuracy
36 6 Bnghtness Accuracy
2 1 Lightness Accuracy
3 1 Chroma Correctness
7 2 Image Naturalness
6 2 Hue Naturalness
B 2 Memory Color Reproduction
10 2 Surface Color Reproduction
11 3 Tone reproduction
12 3 Chroma Range
13 3 Color Balance
14 3 Gray Balance
23 4 Chroma Correctness
24 5 Midtone Detail
25 5 Lightness Accuray
30 5 Chroma Correctness
31 6 Highlight Detail
32 6 Lightness Accuray
37 6 Chroma Correctness
4 1 Saturation or Punty
5 1 Colorfulness
6 1 Chromatjaty
15 3 Black point
16 3 White Point
21 4 Chromabaty
26 5 Colorfulness
27 5 Saturabon
28 5 Chromabaty
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturabon
35 6 Chromaticity
Colorfulness
Saturation
1 23 4 Chroma Correctness
Cluster 17
1 31 6 Highlight
33 6 Colorfulness
34 6 Saturation
"KEY"
First Column is Img Characlenstic Number j
Second Column is the Img Characlenstic Sub Group Question Sub-group
1 = Overall Img Charactenstics
2 = Overall Img Characteristics II
3 = Overall Img Characteristics III
4 = Shadow Img Area
5 = Midtone Img Area
8 = Highlight Img Area
Third Column is the Img Charactenstics Name
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8.9) Observer Inter- & Intra Variability in making preferred
images
Data Set A
MCDM - based on AE*94
Minimum Maximum Mean St. Dev
Church 2.69 23.24 8.64 5.33
Dinner 1.96 19.61 7.20 3.65
Harmony 2.00 16.30 7.03 2.99
Model 2.17 16.87 6.46 3.40 |
ArtFair 3.44 16.73 8.45 3.02
Clown 1.59 15.50 7.15 3.31
Horses 1.89 13.64 8.11 3.11
Koala 2.34 17.99 8.14 4.22
Man 3.19 15.23 7.76 3.33
Mountains 2.50 21.90 8.33 4.15
SAU 2.40 j 17.68 7.98 4.14
Average 2.38 17.70 7.75 3.70
Data Set D
MCDM - based on AE*g4
Minimum Maximum Mean St. Dev
Church 3.03 21.78 10.13 5.01
Dinner 2.32 12.82 7.74 2.67
Harmony 1.50 20.99 7.95 4.16
Model 2.09 15.53 2.09 2.09
ArtFair 1.68 26.59 10.14 4.84
Clown 2.86 17.18 7.12 3.66
Horses 2.77 23.30 9.10 4.40
Koala 2.61 19.00 9.01 4.17
Man 2.64 17.60 8.44 3.52
Mountains 2.64 27.61 9.62 5.29
SAU 2.72 27.40 9.24 5.91
Average 2.44 20.89 8.23 4.16
Church
Dinner
Harmony
Model
ArtFair
Clown
Horses
Koala
Man
Mountains
SAU
Average
Data Set C
MCDM - based on AE*94
Minimum
3.15
3.86
2.22
2.38
2.74
2.45
1.37
2.90
1.26
3.17
2.01
2.50
Maximum
10.51
11.64
8.16
14.96
13.25
8.76
9.05
12.98
11.72
12.37
8.01
11.04
Mean
6.64
7.03
4.38
6.80
6.65
5.76
4.51
6.78
6.26
6.06
5.58
6.04
St. Dev
2.38
2.27
1.82
2.96
3.21
1.82
2.24
2.93
2.93
2.93
1.84
2.48
Data Set B
MCDM - based on AE*94
Minimum Maximum Mean St. Dev
Church 0.89 14.08 5.02 2.64
Dinner 1.04 13.85 4.31 2.72
Harmony 0.89 10.94 4.07 2.56
Model 1.10 11.09 3.85 2.25
ArtFair 1.06 13.85 4.84 2.69
Clown 1.20 10.08 3.90 1.89
Horses 1.77 12.34 4.74 2.36
Koala 0.98 11.93 4.79 2.72
Man 0.83 11.52 4.11 2.48
Mountains 1.10 13.14 5.25 2.83
SAU 0.58 13.23 4.76 2.67
Average 1.04 12.37 4.51 2.53
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8.10) Color Difference between the mean image and starting
image
AE*94 Original Image the Mean Image
Data Set A Data Set C Data Set D
Church 6.04 9.24 3.09
4.51
6.75
4.36
Dinner 7.57 6.51
Harmony 3.92 4.58
Model 2.85 4.15
ArtFair 6.13 7.28 4.51
Clown 4.02 6.49 4.48
2.88Horses 4.46 7.77
Koala 2.35 7.01 2.98
Man 5.79 5.12 4.74
Mountains 5.94 9.96 3.04
SAU 6.51 10.24 8.70
Average
Minimum
Maximum
St. Dev
5.05 7.12 4.55
2.35 4.15 2.88
7.57 10.24 8.70
1.64 2.07 1.78
Data Set B
AE*94 Original Image the Mean Image
Minimum Maximum Mean St. Dev
Church 2.37 11.27 8.18 2.56
Dinner 3.51 14.45 8.41 3.70
Harmony 2.01 6.79 4.37 1.55
Model 1.50 7.27 4.58 1.84
ArtFair 1.93 9.54 6.88 2.42
Clown 1.38 9.37 4.83 2.44
Horses 1.53 8.85 5.59 2.55
Koala 1.19 9.34 5.38 2.95
Man 1.48 11.23 6.39 2.70
Mountains 4.53 11.44 8.43 2.03
SAU 3.05 14.02 9.51 3.49
Average 2.23 10.32 6.60 2.57
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8.11) Function Utilized to calculate the peak response for
Experiment II
function max value, func
***************
initializes the variable used in this function
***************
max info = fltarr(2) ;output array
position = (0,0,0,0,0,0| ;store position ofmaximums
count = 0 ;number ofmaximums
func2 = [0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0,0.0] ;zscore of each maximum
max_v = max(func) ;max value oforiginal function
min_v = min(func) ;min value of original function
Func_threshold = (max_v - min_v)/6.0 calculates the function threshold based on the min & max
;and number of incremenst
;this loop steps through and identifies which values of the incoming function are above its threshold
for i = 0, 5 do begin
if func[i] GE (Max_v-Func_threshold) then begin
func2[i] = func|i|
position [i] = i+1
count = count +1
endif
endfor
;case statement is the logic on how to compute the maximum of each function based on the number of
maximums found above
case count of
0.0:PRINT, 'Problem-0 calculating
Max'
1.0:begin
end
2.0:begin
max info[0| = maxv
max info[l| = (whereffunc EQ max_v))+l
tempsum = total(func2)
temp_chk = max(position)-2
if position[temp_chk]+l NE max(position) then begin
max_info[0| = max_v
max_info[l] = max(where(func EQ max_v)+l)
endif else begin
max_info[0] = total(func2)/2.0
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2)
max_info| 1 1 = total((func2/temp_sum)*position)
endelse
end
3.0:begin
temp_chk = max( position j-3
if position | temp chk+1 1+ 1 EQ max(position) then begin
if position |temp_chk|+2 EQ max(position) then begin
tempsum = total(func2)
max_info[0] = total(func2)/3.0
max_info[l] = total((func2/temp_sum)*position)
endif else begin
temp_max = max(position)
temp sum = func2[temp_max-2)+func2[temp_max-l]
max_info[0] = (temp_sum)/2.0
max info[l] = (func2[temp_max-2]/temp_sum)*$
(temp_max-l)+(func2[temp_max-l]/temp_sum)*(temp_max)
endelse
endif else begin
temp max = max(position)
temp_sum = func2[temp_max-4|+func2[temp_max-3]
max_info[0] = (temp_sum)/2.0
max_info|l ] = (func2[temp_max-4)/temp_sum)*$
(temp_max-3)+(func2[temp_max-31/temp_sum)*(temp_max-
endelse
end
4.0:begin
temp_sum = total(func2)
temp_chk = max(position)-4
if position [temp_chk+2|+ l EQ max(position) then begin
if position [temp_chk|+3 EQ max(position) then begin
temp sum = total(func2)
max_info[0] = total(func2)/4.0
max_info[l] = total((func2/temp_sum)*position)
endif else begin
temp_max = max(position)
temp_sum = func2|temp_max-31+func2[temp_max-2]+func2[temp_max-l]
max_info[0| = (temp_sum)/3.0
max info[l | = (func2[temp_max-3]/temp_sum)*$
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endelse
(temp_max-2)+(func2[temp_max-2|/temp_sum)*$
(temp_max-l)+(func2[tetnp_max-l]/temp_sum)*(temp_max)
endif else begin
temp max = max(position)
tempsum = func2|temp_max-5|+func2[temp_max-4]+func2[temp_max-3]
max_info[0| = (temp_sum)/3.0
max_info[l) = (func2|temp_max-S]/temp_sum)*$
(temp_max-4)+(func2[temp_max-4]/temp_sum)*$
(temp_max-3)+(func2[temp_max-31/temp_sum)*(temp_max-2)
endelse
end
5.0:PRINT, 'Problem-S calculatingMax'
6.0:PRINT, 'Problem-6 calculating
Max'
ELSE: PRINT, 'X has an illegal value.'
endcase
return, max info
end
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8.12) Endpoints used to generate preferred image sets
Image Name = Church
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A -1.43 -2 13 1.18 1.14 -0.03 1.20
Experiment III - V.B 1.08 -1.99 1.03 1.12 -0.06 1.24
Experiment III V.B2 2.59 0.33 1.03 1.12 -0.06 1.24
Experiment II 1.13 -4.03 1.07 1.23 -0.02 1.20
Image Name = Dinner
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 3.94 3.25 1.22 1.15 -0.05 1.22
Experiment III -V.B 2.75 1.07 1.11 1.08 -0.02 1.22
Experiment III V.B2 3.19 1.92 1.11 1.08 -0.02 1.22
Experiment II 4.44 1.27 1.09 0.95 0.04 1.20
Image Name = Harmony
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 1.95 0.24 0.90 1.04 -0.07 1.12
Experiment III - V.B 3.95 0.01 0.88 1.05 -0.08 1.24
Experiment III - V.B2 3.33 0.72 0.88 1.05 -0.08 1.24
Experiment II 3.24 1.50 1.00 1.04 0.11 1.15
Image Name = Model
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 2.67 0.88 1.07 0.97 -0.08 1.01
Experiment III - V.B 2.22 -0.45 1.11 0.91 -0.11 1.05
Experiment III - V.B2 0.64 -1.61 1.11 0.91 -0.11 1.05
Experiment II 0.37 0.07 1.08 0.86 0.02 1.14
Image Name = Artfair
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 3.14 1.31 1.21 1.18 -0.08 1.24
Experiment III - V.B 3.62 1.40 1.11 1.09 -0.03 1.27
Experiment III -V.B2 2.30 2.00 1.11 1.09 -0.03 1.27
Experiment II 1.38 1.50 1.02 1.14 0.06 1.21
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Image Name = Clown
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 4.58 1.76 1.09 1.15 -0.02 1.07
Experiment III - V.B 4.42 0.29 1.02 1.25 -0.05 1.10
Experiment III - V.B2 2.47 -1.41 1.02 1.25 -0.05 1.10
Experiment II 3.11 -2.94 1.10 1.07 -0.04 1.03
Image Name = Horses
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A -2.83 1.73 1.10 1.07 0.01 1.17
Experiment III - V.B 0.74 1.96 1.01 1.08 -0.03 1.21
Experiment III - V.B2 -0.28 3.32 1.01 1.08 -0.03 1.21
Experiment II 1.50 1.50 1.00 1.15 -0.04 1.08
Image Name = Koala Bear
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 0.43 1.64 1.08 1.09 -0.04 1.18
Experiment III - V.B -0.11 0.48 1.12 1.16 -0.01 1.27
Experiment III - V.B2 0.16 -0.56 1.12 1.16 -0.01 1.27
Experiment II 0.24 -3.29 1.08 1.07 -0.08 1.11
Image Name = Bearded Man
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 0.91 1.12 1.22 1.05 0.02 1.22
Experiment III - V.B 3.62 0.31 1.13 0.98 -0.02 1.28
Experiment III - V.B2 2.77 0.76 1.13 0.98 -0.02 1.28
Experiment II 3.11 -0.19 1.09 1.04 0.11 1.18
Image Name = Mountains
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A -0.50 -1.00 1.20 1.13 0.04 1.28
Experiment III - V.B 1.00 -0.81 1.09 1.12 -0.01 1.26
Experiment III - V.B2 2.73 -1.16 1.09 1.12 -0.01 1.26
Experiment II 3.11 -0.38 1.07 1.15 0.00 1.18
Image Name = Indoor Scene
a* b* Gamma Sigmoid Hue Rotation Chroma
Experiment III - V.A 2.35 1.49 1.26 1.16 -0.04 1.13
Experiment III -V.B 4.19 1.88 1.31 1.05 -0.07 1.23
Experiment III - V.B2 4.10 3.17 1.31 1.05 -0.07 1.23
Experiment II 4.65 4.50 1.18 0.95 0.08 1.30
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8.13) Colorimetric difference and distance between preferred
images
Image Name = Church
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*q_
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
4.84 1.02
5.90 1.38
3.92 0.80
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
2.28 0.36 0.00 0.00
2.68 0.87 4.01 1.22
Image Name = Dinner
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.73 0.69
3.32 0.57
3.71 1.12
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.82 0.12 0.00 0.00
2.22 0.69 1.99 0.69
Image Name = Harmony
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*g4
Experiment III -V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III -V.B2
Experiment II
2.41 1.25
1.99 1.21
4.42 1.11
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.81 0.12 0.00 0.00
5.58 1.64 5.04 1.51
Image Name = Model
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III - V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
1.78 0.73
2.67 0.98
2.70 1.70
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.46 0.25 0.00 0.00
2.41 1.36 2.83 1.32
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Image Name = Artfair
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this imaae based on a AE*__
Experiment III -V.A Experiment III - V.B Experiment III -V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.01 0.76
2.98 0.85
5.87 1.17
0.00 0.00
1.26 0.18
3.56 1.15
0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00
3.01 1.07
Image Name = Clown
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*q_.
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III - V.B Experiment III -V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.17 0.73
3.98 1.06
3.53 1.09
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.54 0.34 0.00 0.00
4.28 1.40 3.69 1.18
Image Name = Horses
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III -V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
4.32 0.90
4.00 0.93
5.13 1.57
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.39 0.22 0.00 0.00
1.55 1.26 2.73 1.48
Image Name = Koala Bear
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III -V.B2
Experiment II
1.69 1.13
2.39 1.20
4.27 1.12
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.99 0.12 0.00 0.00
3.63 1.99 2.86 1.87
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Image Name = Bearded Man
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
4.03 1.17
3.43 1.05
4.07 1.19
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.94 0.12 0.00 0.00
1.90 1.41 1.78 1.44
Image Name = Mountains
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*M
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III - V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.46 0.68
4.29 0.84
5.38 1.55
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.68 0.19 0.00 0.00
2.53 0.97 1.41 0.84
Image Name = Indoor Scene
The MCDs represent the mean color difference for this image based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III -V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.01 1.32
3.25 1.43
5.30 2.59
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
1.21 0.13 0.00 0.00
5.02 1.62 4.15 1.51
Mean Response
The MCDs represent the mean color difference of all Images based on a AE*94
Experiment III - V.A Experiment III - V.B Experiment III - V.B2
MCD Distance MCD Distance MCD Distance
Experiment III - V.B
Experiment III - V.B2
Experiment II
3.22
3.47
4.39
0.94
1.05
1.36
0.00
1.31
3.21
0.00
0.20
1.31
0.00
0.00
3.05
0.00
0.00
1.28
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8.14) The interval scale for each image for the Gamma Adjustment
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8.15) The interval scale for each image for the Sigmoid Adjustment
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8.16) The interval scale for each image for the Chroma Adjustment
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8.17) The interval scale for each image for the Hue Rotation Adjustment
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8.18) The interval scale for each image for the a*Adjustment Dimension
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